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This handbook has been prepared to describe to field porkers 
i 

’ 
2nd others how cylindrical’water storage tanksof up to 150 I i 
cu&ic metres capacity can be built using wi’re-reinforced 

r _ , I cement-tar. The main advantages of this material. over 
t * >’ 41us-*- # :a$.. 

1 -I other tank c?%!!&tlction materials, such as ?galvanised corru- 
,gaied iron+=arz&s-V?eeapness a.8d easy working usin the mini- 
murn,of. expe~sMnsi~$nateriaIy, squipment an?? skills. It is, in 

r 

‘addition, very durable. SomedWof’ ?he tanks described in the 
manual. have been in csnstanJ use for overmars with only 1 
a few instances -of failure - d 

cf 
e i,n,thg m.aii-~.t 

% 
oar? work-- . , ’ 

% manship in construction. Galvadlised iron tanks, e r-i when ” 
‘properly made, have an expected life of only 5-10 years 
despite a much higher purchase cost, F 

The tanks may’be built with a small capacity for.domestic 
use, or larger for community water supplies, irrigation, stock 
watering and small scale ind.ustrial purposes. For domestic .____ 
use the capacity is usually Jess than IO cubic metres and-may . 

1 * . .be as small as % cubic metre; the main requiremen+is that the 
tanks should be simple to construct by the users so that they-: -3 - 
can contribute their efforts towards the total cost of the ,I 
tank. Extra tanks may be t’hen” added by the users at; a later 
Ba+e if they see the need and have the resources. SeEIf help 
tank building programmes can be equipped with .soundly .i 
made foimwork on which th‘e *tanks are built, which can be 
used for b,uildi,ng many t&ks.‘The extra cost of this equip- 
ment#:.which -makes constructionalm s foolproof, mayethen 
be spread across-&++;the tanks.+AakeshI t formwork is also T : 
used- on isolated f8nks but this increas the rrsks of pwru “: 
construction and subs The larger tanks-of up 
to 150 cubic met&s’, oPbe 

+) but require ~rea&%C..o~ganrs 
butit by $elf heI@ 

their’ co~sf~uction dIle”’ 
to the greater quanti;t-af,reiiifo~c~~ wireznd mortar involved. ” , 
8 3\ ,_ ‘/ ‘L 

CT -\ ‘_, “, ---. ,~ 
‘1.. ./ *, -+; 
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Storing water in&rnks built on the surface has many ad- ’ 
>’ 1 

vantages when compared with-r storage tanks excavated into ’ _ ~ 
9 

, 
the ground. Besi6esavoiding theneed for laborious excavation 7 _ 
which is almost impossible by h&d-in some hard dry soils, 
the tanks’ can be observed for leaks and easily repaired by ‘p 

trowelling a layer of mortar onto th,e inside of the’empty ’ ’ :, 
tank. In addition, a.lthough the stored water is likely to be2 ” 
come hotter In the sun, the risks of polluted material falling 
into the tanks are reduced. Water stored above ground can, - 
flow out under its own weight’whereas it has to be pumped-l, ( 
out of a ground&tank. .a \ 

The handbook has Geen divided .into four parts:, . : 

. 

Pat,{ 7 describes how the tanks are planned and designed. “,I ’ 
It gives the general’ sizes needed for different uses and an !!I 
indication of the costs of these builPfi different parts of the 
world. 9 cha’p,ter is included- on the ability of stored water 

.“I 
\ 

to ‘purify itself. The basic design is described to show how 
ij . . 

the reinforced mortar carries the Ioads’?&en,the tank is full 
;\ ) 
‘\y - 

of water. 
.‘. \ I’ P ‘- 

Part 2 *gives standard and recommended methods of 
k,, 

* \ 
constructing both small and large ‘tanks using prefabricated .I ’ \ ‘. 
formwork. : 

P&t 2, describes various other construction methods tha; 
have been, used in different parts of the world with the , 
materials and equipment to hand; one of these is a success- ’ 
ful commercial method. While some of ,these are not recom- 
mended because of cost and the complications’they produce 
d,uring building, they demonstrate the wide variety of ways 

’ that reinforced mortar has been successfully used. p 

Part 4 gives approximate calculations of the. expected 4 

loads that the reinforced mortar must carry. It describes roof 
‘_ ~ j * 

catchment water supplies in detail; sources of further infor? 
mation are also listed. d ’ 

t-land trowelled, thin-walled cement-mortar water, tanks 
are not difficult to build and may be used to store many ’ 2 
different liquids and materials other than water. It ishoped 
that this handbook will encourage field workers to ‘explore. 
and utilise the wider possibilities of the materials. 

1 ‘S.B.‘:Watt, C. Eng. ., 
9 ‘-: ‘I 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Water, tanks made from wire-reinforced cement-mortar are 
used widely in many parts of the world to store water for 
domestic, stock, irrigation and industrial purposes. ,They are 
built by hand irowelling a cement-rich mortar onto a mesh 
of wire reinforcement to form cylindrical -tanks with thin 
walls which vary in thickness from 3 to IOcm depending on’- 
the size of the tank. The steel reinforcement usuallyconsists 
of straight fencing wire wrap d during c.onstru&tion around 
a cylindrical formwork, or woven wire mesh tied to a support- 
ing framework of weld mesh or heavier ieinforcing rod. 
:-i . Atthough this publtiation is called Ferrocement Water 
Tanks and their Construction, this is not strictly accurate. 
The, tanks, it describes should really be called wire-reinforced 
cement-mortar water tanks. The main difference is that in 
ferrocement there is a very dense mesh of woven or welded 
reinforcing wire that has to have a minimum value of wire 
volume for each unit volume of material. The quantities of 
straight wi-re reinforcement used in most of the examples 
collected for this “publication, fall far below this minimum 
value, although they provide ample strength for the purpose. 
Nevertheless, tte material is closer in many respects Zo ferro- 
cement than to ordinary reinforced con6rete; this wiII be 
described in greater detail in Chapter 4. The wires distribute 
the loads through the mortar preventing them from ooncen- 
trating in pla,ri;‘es of’weakness which would lead to the early 
failure of an unreinforced material. The straight wire rein- 
forcement is chosen because it is bothmany times cheaper 
than the equivalent weight of woven wi’re ind’&easy t&wrap 
around a small diameter cyI.indricaI form... , .a- 

This method of water tank construction ig,*particularly 
suited for use in low income rural areas for the following 
reasons: 

11 1 ‘ 
* ,: 

il’ 
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1 . 
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iii) 
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Commonly available materials 
The basic raw materials of water, sand, cement ‘and 
reinforcing wire are available in most areas and are 
already being used for many familiar purposes; in, 
addition, exc$R,t for the cement which must be kept 
dry, the materia’ls are not easily damaged during 
transportation 
Simple skills needgd 
The practical skills needed to use the materials are 
often known Iocdlly,and untrained people can make 
satisfactory tanks after only a few days supervision. 
Self help con t&u tion 
The users of the tank can help in collecting sand for3 
the mortar and in doing most of the heavy construc- 
tion work’; in this way they can contribute work 
instead of capital which they might find difficult to 
come by. 
Simple equipment 
The’construction techniques are simple and do not 
demand the use of expensive >and sophisticated ’ 

&machinery nor a power supply; trained supervision 
can therefore be kept to a minimum. Leaks resulting 
from bad workmanship or damage can be simply 
repaired and maintenance’ after Gonstruction is 
negligible. 

D 
4 

v) Shared cost of form work 
Where needed, the formwork used during construc- 
tion can be made from cheap local materials such as 4 
timber or even adobe, or it can be prefabricated from 
more permanent materials to be carried from site to 

* h site and used to build many separate tanks. 
. Wire,reit?forced cement-mortar is used for a wide variety 

of purposes but its particular advantage for water tanks is its 
.=% 

ability to resist corrosion and its cheapness in comparison 
with other materilabs. Circular, corrugated galvanised iron 

‘i tanks have been widely used in the past for water storage but ( 
,re, expensive and corrode and burst within 5-l 0 years, 

they are ca:refully ma.intained. In contrast the lifeof 
I i a water tank made from reinforced cement-mortar is expec- ’ 

ted to exceed 50 years of c&inuous use. 
I 



The thin walls of the tank are able to deform ‘under load 
and help prevent the ea/ly concentration 6f stresses Ihat, 
coGId cause failure of the tank. The dense wire rein’forceme.r?t 
distributes the stresses through the mortar shell increasing its 

4 ability to carry the pulling and bending loads without crack7- 
ing. This flexibility cannot be achiived in co’nventional steel- 
bar reinforced concrete because of the greater th’ickness 
-involved. 

Wire-reinforced cement-mortar tariks have been-wet1 proven -. 
in use,fFver many years in the extremes of climat’ic condi,tions, 
and can be built confidently with capacities up to 150’cubic 
metres (about 33,000 gallons)*although tanks of over: 450 
cubic metres capacity have also been successful. ! 

. * 
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, 
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Ch-apter Two . 

. Water Storage.‘and Coits 07 Co~~stpx$icm~‘~~ -- Y’ > d - t ,, 

size of tank needed .- “ l ) t. 
. 

, 

Tt& siie of water stoi-age tank that i3 needed depends on The “7 
use to- which the st’ored water is to be put. Small-scale water Q 
storage, even in the cheap tanks described in this publication, 
is still relatively expensive. This effectively Ii’mits.the use to :& 
essential domestic ‘water supplies, ‘cgmmunity water subply . 
systems, irrigatio.n water for high value crops; stock watering 

’ l ’ and industrial purpbses. The ta*nks 2houTd not be built above 
ground on a tbwer unless‘specialist advice is available. 

a. Individual domestic water supplies 
a IR many areas of the world water’that runs off the house 

roof is collected.and stared for later use (see Fig.L). The ri>of 
has to be ma& from suitable du*rable materials such as <lay. 
tiles, galvanised iron dr asbestos-cement sheets, etc. The roof /* 
acts as a catchment area to inte,rcept .t’he falli’ng rai’n and has & .h 
the gr;eat advantage that ifs cost is tisually met during the 

‘construction of the hQw;e; this therefore subsidises the cost 
t ‘I_, 1 

s of the,water supply. h ’ : 
The size of the,storage -t$nk needed will depen@ Qn the. a 

water demand of ttie residents and the amount and frequency 
of the rainfall. Chapter 16 describes how the tank size may ” 
be estiinated. In wet tropical areas the s;n’all un,reinforced 
jars of less than 0.5 Cubic metres capacity described. in 
Chapter 9 will make a major contribution to supplies, but in 

‘dry areas the’ water will be used up quick.ly and replenished 
less frequbntly. In these cases, a larger and more expensive 
‘tank of IO cubic metres capacity or more will be required. 

., 

This ‘type of water supply has th,e great advanTage that it 
is’ unlikely to be contaminated and. is within the control of ‘: 

2. 
14 1 

B ,> 
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Fig. -1 Catching and using the rain water from a roof 
\ \ “, d . 
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Rainfall Rainfall 

Storase tank ‘$--7%&?---, 

Overflow 

Wasle water to 
secondary storage 
or garden 
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!. ,the users to ration-or- m-a- .-‘.‘..- ompletely during the dry periods * , 
-as they&e f7t. 

_.,--- -- s --,-: -- 1 . .- 
~ 111 6. Community wqter’su~plies 

. 
. : 

b , In hospitals,;,sch,oots or community centres the advantages ; 

>A of the large roof -and aiarge storage tank to catch the run-off 
D can be shared byween man eopfe. Control of the rate 

that the water “is taken mmunal tanks will b$ 
<difficult and it is likely wastefully used unless , 
water consumption is c ned. In areas thathav*e * 

’ large numbers, of suitat& ro houses the individual tank I3 ’ -, ‘. 
t . to each household will ,I probabd the cheapest and most ,, 

acceptabl’e choice: , 

The larger tanks can be 5sed 
sipply sche(nes; these keep the 

der tanks in small water u 
re in the delivery pipe: 

lines constant and wilI,act as a %uf&$ during periodsof high 
.f demand, refilling during periods of slack demand. The tanks 

are also used to store water collq$ed from specially prepared’ 
ground catchments where the la’&er size of tank allows sig- 
nificant economies of. scale (f0r.a given height Qf tank the .@ 
amount of material needed in construction per unit volume. i 

of storage decreases \E;jth increase it storage],. ’ 

c, lrrigatyng, high value crops 
_ . 

In parts of the world where fa;mers are growing high value 
crol3.s for cash sale the expense of a. water tank may often 
be justified.‘The water may be collected either from a catch- 
ment rarea or pumped by windmills from underground; it is 
then used sparingly ..as and when it::& needed, at the.discretion 
of. the farmer. _ . 

Storage tanks are particularf’y&aluable ‘for use with the ’ 
wind powered water pumping systems where the greatly .. 
fluctuating ‘-wind speed gives an erratic outp‘ut from the * L 
pump; the reservoir of stored hater can then help to provide I .’ 
a continuous supply. An example is illustrated .in Plh’oto.1. 

The use of costly stored weater ‘for subsistence crops is .___/. 
likely to be.prohibitivel,y expensive inmost cases unless the-. j’ 

-water is use&for essential ‘survival irrigation’ where%without , . ’ 
the ‘,water the crops wo~lti bei totally Ilost in periods of :” ‘I 
drought.” o * .I 

16 d \ 
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Photo : Peter Fraenkei 

Photo 1 Tank for stock waterin 
The streaks +the outside of the tank indicate th d ,t it has been leaking 

- probably due to poor; workmanship; this has hot affected the d 
structural soundness of the tank\ 

I 

. :. 
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* Parts of the-semi-arid areas-of the world that are too dry. 
f8r t&g6 agriculture can carry large numbers of grazing ,‘: 
ani.mals- provided that a reliable source of drinking water is 
available for them. This water is either pumped up out of the .‘- 

* ground or is caught in specially prepared ground ca~hm~ent... i .3 
areas. Reinforced cement-mortar tanks, .either open or v$‘$h ‘” 

m sealed’ roofs to minimise’evaporationlo~ses, can-provide the 
stpage needed for a water supply:the outlet from the tank43 . 
usually- a.+4tomatically contra-l-l%@% prevent was-t”age;,)n order 
to prevent overgrazing the tanks should be small, numerous , 
and widely distriQ.uted, rather than large and c0.ncentrate.d at 
a few places. . .’ ,. .~ . I, 

w 
e. lndhial useu 

<I * . 

There are many liquids used in ind&trial &-ocesses that 
need storage. Many of these can be kept in the tanks al- ” d 
though a possible damaging reaction with the’cement must be 
cheoked .first. Some tank users havesafely stored a wide 
range of liquids - ranging from wine to sewerage wastes. 2>? 

I 
Cost of construction 

\ . . 

The final price of the tanks will vary acco$ing to local a s 
I . 

conditbBns but will depend on the following:--* 
Materials ‘* 4‘ )’ 

. 

The* cost of the sand; cement and steel wire or mesh. ’ 
‘F reinforcement:.,,(:. 

? Formwork 
‘. The cost of the formwork made either for one usagevvith 

temporary local m&rials, or of mote permanent construe- 
tion from.steel. sheeting and angle iron. ,The Ititter may be 1 A 
used many times. .: ) 

Wages \ 

/ 
.The cost of,wages for plasterers and 

* ’ not built totally by ‘self help’. 
‘I SLpervision . 

The cost of supe’rvis‘ion during construction. . 
, ’ 

TrhGportation 
_: , . . .>I 

The cost of transporting the materials and supe$sors. :, ’ 
.‘Maintenance ‘costs for the&tanks after, const,(ucti.qn are :’ ” ’ /, 

usually negigible--2 they ~$1 give’s trouble fiee~life. 
\ 

j 

1 8 , ~ . ,,.;- c. -= “I-2-,;>;A ,, ‘: _, : ~ 1 j4 n ‘- :, 
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The cement and reinforcement must be carried to the’site 
t, 

and in. isolated areas this can add substantially ?o the total, . 
cost of construction. However&the materials are not suscep- 
tible to serious damage. during tra%portation and,-w7th the 

-exception of the cement, do not need special pYotection. ,, 
‘Straight’ wire in coils will be very mu ea er to purchase 
and transport than the equivalent w 8 , oven or welded 

. wire mesh. ” . 

The great advantage of these tanks in rural areas is the 
possibility of allowing the’users to contribiute their time and 

, skills towards the costs of the tank.by”coIf:ecting all the sand 
necessary-for the mortar and doing most ‘of th.e trowelling 
work. This is in contrast to the galvanised iron tanks which 

‘3 are cerried into the area of use frorrl outside and erected’ by 
skilled workmen. The relative costs of tanks made with 
different materials are shown in Table 3 and a more detailed 
breakdown of costs for one of the larger :tanks is given in 
Table 2. Both of these tables should be used with care as 

. prices will depend not only on materi,al and labour costs but 
also on the efficiency of construction. ‘>._ 

’ Table 1 demonstrates the wide range of costs that may be 
expected when building these tanks in different areas and the 
economies of scale to be found in the larger tanks. The higher 
Prices of the New Zealand‘ factory-made tanks reflects the 
higher wage costs in that country; elsewhere, in the case o,f 
the Rhodesian. self hel’p tanks for example, self help construc- 

- tion reduces capital cost considerably even though the tasks 
take longer to build. Accurate local pri&hg of the tanks can 
only be carried’ out by comparing different building tech- 
n’ques and material costs in each area. The exceptionally low 
c I 

tl” 
st of the small Thailand water jar results from easy access 

‘0 ement * 
9 

supplies and the absence of ex.pensive wire mesh 
rein orcement in the design. I -,I 

/ Table 2 gives the breakdowrr of actual and percentage costs 
for 4 large (150m’ ) tank. It shows the relatively high cost of /’ 

the skilled administration and tra,nsportation needed to 
construct a tank of this size. In this case the formworh was 
a small fraction of the total cost a’nd would be reduced even 
further ‘if its use could be spread o’ver several tanks during,a 

2’ . tank building programme. \ ,I 
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Table 1: Typical Co&s and Labour Requirements for Thin Walled Cement-Mortar WaierStorage’Tanks 

-- _--.~-.-._----~ _-__ 

Tank 

~- .._--B --~.~...--- ~~~ -. ~. .- .~ _.-. .-. -~~-. ~3-- 

1 1' Ma tsrjals L abour 
Capahty % Total Man 

(m3) cost SllJSl cost cost S/USI days 

‘* 

% Total ‘Total Cost/m3 
cod cost IS/m31 

; 

S(USI 

/ .v 
1.0(1974) 

23.3 

15.6(1973?) 

12.4 

,.. 
.l. Wire Reinforced Cement-Mortar Tanks 

Thatland water Jar 0.5 0.5 100 

2 .: New Zealand 4.5 NA NA 

Factory-made k ,13.5 Nr A .- NA 
Tanks 22.5 NA - ‘NA 

Self-help domestic tanks, Rhodesra: L. 
-_-- 

Self help and supervisron ” 

Self help only’ 
9&O 

9.0 
62.5 66 

62.5 1’00 
30.0 20 

18 

15 
- 

- 

10 

15 

0.50 

93.0 
210.0 
280.0 

- 
.- 

34 
- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

40 

92.5 
62.5 

18.3(1973) 
6.9 

I- ~ 
8.7(1974) 

NA . 

NA 
I \. 

i 

Experimental tank built wrthout 
.cshuttering, U.K. ~. ~~. -- 

Hans Guggenheim tank, Mall 

Rhodesian tankpith roof 

U.S. tank built with 
with weld mesh 
with woven mesh 

6.3: 

10.0 

40.0 

55.0 100 

/ 
NA - 

f NA - 
&f 

.._ 55.0 

NA 

NA 

.- 

15.7 30.0 100 
139.0 98.0 100 

30.0 
98.0 

- 
;.;(1965) 

Rhodesian tank with;,open top, 
Self help and, )-, ’ 

supervi$on . 
150.0 

- 
199.0 32 
9.- - 

246, 612.0 4.1(1960) 

I__--______ ----.. 
2.. Coirugated-iron Circular dalvanised Tanks 

~-----~ .-..- ---.-__-_ --~- 

Swaziland’ 
Svdaziland” 

Bulawayo” 

Bulawayo’ 

2.25 . - - - - - 45.0 20.0 
- e 4.50 - a - - - 65.6 14.6(1973) 

9.0- - 
5 - - - - 100.0 11.1 

9.0 - .a0 ~- - - - 112.0 12.4 
--I--__ -___ ..A- -- - -g----.- ..___..--- .------ __ __ ; c 

. . . / 

NOTE: 
“,) 

Items marked with an astyisk” ha+? been taken from Catchment Tanks in Southern Africa - A Review by _ 
A. Pacey, Africa Field Work dnd Technology Notes, Oxfam, U.K., 1974. 
KEY: Man-days - the nupber OF men working x number of days. NA .- not available. 

. 
Y 

----- ------~~ -~- . ,. ‘* 
.r . . ‘, 1 
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Table 2: Constructiqn Costs and Bill $f QuanSities for 
1 Om dia Tank with a Concrete Floor, ,I 50rit3 capaqity, 

. . 
* 

item 

-_ ~~- -._- 

1 Trarned foreman (17-days) 
2.6 No unskilled labourers (I 7 days) 

(Partlal self help) 1 No. sktlled 
1 bricklayer f 17 days) 

154 hrs. 1 .O/hr. 154.0 25.2 

Labour 

Walls and Floor 

3 Cement 100 bags’ 
4, Coarse sand 
5. Ftne sand (for walls1 
6. Coarse aggregate t 1 %cm dta)“ 
7.39m x lm pig netting : 
8 37Ot-n rolls 4mm 8 galv, w’iie 
9 Soft.lron wtre 

lO.Brtumasttc primer 
11. Bttumen jolnttng 
12. Celatex for jornt gaps 

Outlet Works - 

13 7 5cm slutce valve 
14.7.5cm flange 
15 7.5cm long bend ” 

1020 hrs. 0.65/hr. 66.3 10.8 

170 hrs. O.l5/hr. 25.5 ?i b4.2 

Total Payment ’ 

for Labour 245.8 40.2 
---.~ 

5000 Kg. O.lB/bag 80.0 13.1 
7m3 1.4’ /m3 9.9 1 .6 
5m3 0.6 /m3 3.3 0.5 

5.5m3 3.0 /m3 16.1 2.6 
4 roils 6.4 /rl 25.8 4.2 
6 rolls 8.3 /rl 50.0 8.2 
1 roll 8.2 lrl 8.2 0.3 
4.51 . 1.1 /drum 1.1 0.2 

45 Kg.m’s ‘0.5 
‘I 

- 3.0 
- - 1.9 0.3 , 

Total for Wall I 
and Floor 199.3 32.5 

1 No. - 9.9 1 .6 Y, 

1 No. - 0.5 0.i 
1 No. - 2.3 0.4 

Total for 
Outlet Works 12.7 2.1 

-__ I 

Formwork etc. . 

16.2nQ high corrugated galvantsed iron - - 47.5 ._ 7 .,8 

17 Tools. etc - - 19.2 3.1 
--__ - 

Total for I / 

Pormwork etc. 66.7 10.9 

Transport and Plant Hire : 
,‘- 

18. Trapsport - 
c - 

68.5 11.2 ‘1 
19. Water cart and concrete m,ixer 19.9 3.2 

Total 88.4 14.4 %. 
~____ . 

T. n Total Cost of Reservotr (Including Formwork) 8612.0 100.0 

,J ’ * (1960) ,i 

NE: These costs have been taken from the article referred to in Chapter 17 in 
order 20 tndtcate the relative proportion of costs between labour, materials, 
formwork and transportation. The quantities of cement and reinforcing wire 
differ considerably from those calculated for the similar tank shown in Chapter 
8 but they are tncludkd for consistency. 

,- 
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ound, well made formwork makes the construction work 
s’mple and foolproof as the reinforcing wire can be,wrapped 

irectly onto it and tied in place. The formwork should be 
esigned and made to be stripped down into simple pieces 

t ‘at can be easily transported from site to site. Well made 
forms will last many years and their cost for each tank qill 
therefore be small. fi 

For single isolated tanks the cost of prefabricated steel 
formwork is often prohibitive. Cheap, temporary forms can 
be made f!om local timber. Some, tanks have even been built 
around adobe wal’ls which have been erected and plastered 
smooth on the outside; the wire reinforcement and mortar 
is then built around this and the temporary ad,obe walls 
removed when the mortar h.as hardened. 

Several methodsare also described in Part 3 that avo/d the 
use of the initially. expensive formwork. These use either 
weld mesh or angle iron to s$ffen and support the rernforcing 

! wire during the application of the mortar. Weld m,esh and 
; woven wire mesh are ‘relatively costly’ materials and it is 

doubtful if this method of construction would be cheaper 
than constructing a temporary makeshift form from local 
materials; solid formwork that will npt move during con- 

struction is a highly recommended investment even when 
onlyq.a few tanks are planned. */- 

i . 
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Chapter Three 
I I 

The Effect of Storage on Water Quality 

r7. The bacteriological and chemical quality of the water store9 i 
in the tank will depend initially on the quality of the water 
put into the tank. If the tank isgot open to further contam- 
ination the stored water will in time pu‘rify itself of most of 
the harmf?r?*bacteria by natural processes. This pr3cess of self .- 
purification IS used as an essential step in most m.odern water 
treatmerit works. * 

The water pump~ed from a protected* underground source -. 
will invariably be free of harmful bacteria, although in some 

. areas !t may be undrinkable due to the presence of*dissolved 
salts. Surface water supplies open to the atmosphere, birds; 
animals and human activity, are much more likely to Be con- 

l 

taminated. These sources of supply should therefore be pro2 
\ tected, and the risks of disease-causing bacteria entering the I’ 

’ tank at any time must be kept to a minimum. Y , 
’ Water running off roofs into domestic tanks: may contain ’ 

wind blown dust, bird and animal droppings and, if the roof 
is flat and used as living space, human contamination. This is 
usually carried in the first flush of wafer running off the roof 
after a dry period; in some parts of the world it is common 
practice for. the users to” hold the downpipe away from the . 
tank to allow the first polluted flush to run away to waste.. 

There have been very few measurements of the, pollution -” 
load from roof catchments but the long history of their use 
suggests that the water can be safely used for drinking and 
domestic purposes with few health risks:Ground catchments 
that are ‘open to animals and people are more 1ikel.y to be 
contaminated and they should, if possible, be protected by a ’ 
fence or wall. Material containing harmful bacteria on both 
roof and ground catchmenls is likely to, be quickly dried and 
sterilised by the” heat of the sun beforejt is washed off by ,‘- .7 2 ‘Y ?3 ? - , : 

:> Y : 
,) 
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rainfall, especially in the semi-arid parts of the world. . * *. 
Dseases that are related to water’and water use are major 

LNWS of sickness and death to people who do not have pro- 
tected or purified water supplies, efficient sanitation and an 
~1nderstanding of basic hygiene. Any measures tha”t’reduce 
the I isks of these diseases tit therefore be of the greatest . 2 
value to the water users.’ 
_ The bdcter-ia that cause some 6f the mos; serious or fatal 

.A 

illnesses, especially cholera, typhoid and diarrhea in children, 
cannot live for any appreciable time outside of the human 
Intestine, and in such an unfavo’urable environment as stored. 
water will ,die out almost com$etely within the ‘first week 
leaving afew which can last up to a month or so. Diarrhea1 
diseases need the presence of large numbers of bacteria in 
ttle water for the diseaseto be transmitted and even storage 
for cl few days wtll substar$ially improve the,quality of the, 1 ’ 
welter Cholera and typt%id, on the other hand, can be trans- 
mlttecl by Inyesting only a few bacteria and water storage of ; 
less than four weeks should not -be considered to render the t 
water harmless. I ‘\ 

Most of the ex’periments that have been carried out in the+ * 
past to determine how pathogens survive in water used 
heavily polluted water at a temperature of IO”-15°C. If the, 

~ 

stored water is relatively clean and the, temperature is higherid 
then It may be expected to be purified even more quickly. 
The exceptlon to thsi’s will occur with grossly c,ontaminated , 
water- that will probably quickly turn septic and start to-sm”eII; 
however, this will also be totally unpalatable to the users. In 
th’is Instance there is a possibility that some bacteria Will 
survive and even begin’to breed. 

Storing the water for several week,s’will-therefore destroy ’ 
most of the main disease-causing pathogens and, also give 
most sediment and organic matter time to settle out. The* I . 
users will be at greater risk If they consume contaminated 
water wlth,in a week of the tank being filled; this can be 
overcome by boiling or otherwise sterilising the water, e.g. by> 
chlorine tablets, before drinking, or by having two- tanks , ,’ 
which are used in turn. An alternative methgd of treating- 
the water that has been suggestecl is to.have a sand filter’off- 
take at the bottom of the tank 

w 
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detail in the nexr chapter. 
The question of heal~t&&nd water quality is too large to be 

considered in greater de%1 in this publication; further infor: 
mation may be four$ i the references quoted in Chapter 
16. 

’ After the tank h en ‘gilt ;he first volume. of stored 
water will dissolve #e of the compounds in the cement 
from.the walls al>,-; e slightly alkaline. This is unlikely 

to affect the LY+:~- to any great extent.and will not occur on 
a second fillitis, 
. The water ,“I ithe tank ‘must of course be protected from 
any further poskibility of contamination. As shown in Fig.2, 
a cover is usually .necessary for this, and the tank must nd’t 
be allowed toact ds a breedicng grotind for malarial mosquitos. 
Household tanks especially must be protected and covered; r/ 
overflow pipes should be covered with fine wire mes&to pre- 

‘vent the entiy of insecti and’. $lies. The infloy to the tank 
should if possible be covered with a wire gauze screen; this . 

- will revent rubbish ‘from flowing into the tank with the, 
vva?er 

‘1, 
nd will stop insects, flies%nd rodents from falling into _ 

the tan . j,_ . 
1 

Water for animals and irrigation.does not need’ to be so 
carefully protected, but steps should b’@+$&gn to reduce the 

1 

, 
IMesh Sieve to 

- strain iqflow O’verflow co&&d with 
’ mesh ipsect.gaard 

3 
. . . 

if . 

\ 

Fig.2 Protecting th’e tank, from further contaminadh ” 

,.” r ,_,.>.,’ ‘, 
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Chapter Four 

Designing the Tank ? 
t. 

, 

The great advantage of wire-reinforced ‘mortar ,ovei conven- 
_” tional reinforced concrete for water tank construction is its 

ability to resist shrinkage cracking during curing, its resistance 
to severe cracking under tensile load, and the need for only 
one set of forms for construction when the mortar is applied 
by hand to one side. Pouring a thin shell of i=ot-&ete between 
two closely spaced shutters - the conventional method of 
reinforced consrete construction - is a highly skilled and 

‘%,..., 

difficult task. 
Wtre-reinforced cement-mortar has been used syccessfully 

for many years and ,indeed was used to make a rowigg boat 
in the middle of the 19th Century, one of the first recorded’ 
instances of ‘reinfo?ced’ concrete. It is more flexible in thin 

1 shells than .the more conventional, steel bar rei?-&rced con- 
crete and it’ is useful to describe- in some detail its expected! 
charaeterist its.- 

How does ‘wire-reinforced mo’tiar behave? 

Unleinforced mortar and concret; are strong under corn- 
pressive loads but ,very weak at resisting te.nsiie or pulling ,~ 
loads; structures made from these materials t’hat are subject 
to excessive tensile forces or bending will fracture suddenly S cc2 j 
without observable stretching and development of fine cracks ‘. 
(s_ee Fig.3). h’ 

-The weakness in tension and the brittle‘type cf failure 
occur because however carefully the +rriortar* is mixed and 
placed there will always be planes of weakness between the 
edges of discrete lumps that make up the mortar. These area .,. 
exaggerated ?y shrinkage during -curing and by imperfect 
bonding”between each layer of mortar that is trowelled on. In 

26 ’ 
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.Failure . 
vplane 

II 

Strong in compression Weak in tension, 

Fig. 3 % The mortar under load ’ 

compression theze planes of weakness are held together by 
the load, but undei tensile loading they wjII open up*,beyond 
their elastic limit, coalesce with’ other racks and. rapidly 
cause the mortar to fail. : * - . % 

Conventional reinforced concrete is designed to overcome 
this characteristic by allowing the tensile‘loads to be taken 
completely on the reinforcing bars m- the cbncrete in tension _ 
being assumed to have no strength,& reality, however, the 1 
reinforcing steel works to limit and control the tendency of 
the concrete to crack under tensile load according to the 
amount and distribution of the steel’t%rs or wires and the 
degree of loading. 

In reinforced cement-mortar under mAderate tensile load’s’ 
such as those found?n the sm’all water ‘tanks described in 
this handbook, the mortar may be assqmed to contribute 
greatly ,to the tensile strength ‘of the composite layer. This 
.occurs because the wire mesh!‘distribu@d relatively densely :.* P 
throdgh the mortar, will~alloti the load to be taken through- 
out the compLete layer ‘and will prevent the earl’y c\oncen- :, 
t-ration ,of critical stresses in ,planes of” weakness. Anycracks ‘; 
th-at- do appear under moderate Ioa$ing” Will not b i;‘ 
enough to-allo& water to reach the reinforcing wir ‘\ _ 
sta:t corrosion. / * I 

is difficult to calculate with any exactness especialli i 
The structural behavi’our of a wire-reinforced r$ort,b shell 

“i f 

\ 

the” 
II\ / in 

. 
*fires, tin the case of cylindrical tanks, are fixed matr 

I 

. 
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one plane around the tank. In addition, the mortar that is ,: 
trowelled by hand onto the tank will inevitably be of varying . 
thickness or strength. The calculations shown in Chapter 15, 
however, suggest that the smaller tanks are not highly stressed 
and there would seem to be a large factor of safety in most 
of the designs. This is demonstrated.by the successful use of 
the tanks over many years. U! 

The tanks described in this manual are in the shapes of a 
cylinder with a flat floor and sometimes an integral roof. A 

.’ ,To achieve the greatest strength the tank should ideally be ’ ’ 
designed with the walls curved like a shell in both directions, 
horizontal and vertical (see Fig.4). ,;’ 

This wilP%low the water loading on the tank to be distri- , 
buted over all of the tank structure and pfevent critical break- ? 
ing stresses from building up at an ear/y stage at any on.e 
section. However, Fonstructing tanks of this shape is very 
difficult and expensrve; complex shaped formwork has to 
be used and the reinforcing mesh must be carefully cut, 
placed and tied down. Cylinders are very much more simple / 
to make but the stress at the base of the tank where the 
walls join the floor is comparatively large and the joint 
must be made strong enough. 

I . 
t3 ’ ! 

1 

c 
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Fig. 4 Curved walls for greatest strength 
. 

The components of the’tank 

a. Foundation #” 

- 

! 
I .’ 

The foundations of the tanks carry the weight ‘of the ,* 
tank and water. down, tsthe ground. The floor in the smaller 1 ” 
tanks is usually continuous with the walls; the floorslab 
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\ carries the weight of the walls and the water directlyon the -_.. -., . ,- . . . 

’ focind’atTOn (3 ze F1q.5). \. 

d3 \ ’ 

P 
‘., 

G.L. 
d 

, 
/ 

CROSS SECTION THROUGH TANK. REII%Aud Of SOIL FOUPJbATLOd 

DIAGRAM OF FOUNDATION LOADING 

Fig. 5 Foundation Msmall tank - wallsarid base joined 

T’he larger tanks usually have the floor built separately 
tr-om the waIIs+,an~d thj fl‘oo$‘l>b. therefore supports only the 
weight $o,f water In We tank; separate foundations are-needed 
for the walls (see F1g.6). S’& 

Weight of Weight of . 
CROSS S,f!CTlON THROUGH TANK tank wall water 7’ ’ i .- ,. ” II’ I i I I I i 1 I i I un . , 

, ? 1 L 1 ! ,,, 
FOUNDATIONS RESISTING TANK LOAD 

Fig. 6 Foundation of large open tank-- wails and floor separate 

i Preparing the foundations is one of the most important 
steps in tank construction and is considered in greater detail i 

in later chapters. .. I . . 

16. Walls ” n ’ 
v 

1 
The th’in cylindrical walls, if the; are free to move’at the 

?!base inlhen the tanks were full of water, would stretch under 
iload to give only hoop tension forces within the walls (see ’ _ Ju : 
Fig.7). 0 

To prevent leakage, however, a flexible watertight seal of 
some: sort would then be needed between the floor and the 
walls which will produce complications in design”and con- 
,struction. All of the- tanks-described fn this publication’ have 
t& walls built continuous with the floor or foundatio&. ,z. 
Although othis produces some design difficulties it is an 

29 
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‘\ ! almost? universally adopted technique for the relatively small . 
shallow tanks considered. 

Sliding joint/- Water p’ressure .” 

Fig. 7 Walls free ‘to move - exaggerated wall deflection 
, 

The loaded ‘tank will then deform roughly into the shape 
LI t shown tn Fig.8. 

Wall position - 

RigId joint 
Water pressured 

Fig. 8 Walls joined with floor * ’ ~ 

Analysis for the, actual stresses pf the water fillgd tank 
built in this way is very difficult as th,e,design assumpt,ion oi 
a homogeneous and uniforfily .elasti.c bu:iIding material will 
not be achieved ih .practice. The analysis .~in Chapter 15 

‘J- suggests’ that the vertical tensile stresses set up- across a hori- iar 
. zontal plane at the joint of the wall and the floor are nearly 

. . ~5 double the- hoop tension stresses produ,cFd by the walls 
stretching outward tinder Idad. This indica.tes th&.the-tanks 

1 ,?should be specifically designed with, vertical reinforcement 
both in the waILand be(weer;r the walls and the floe; to 

: preient cracking. : ;7 
Most of the tanks described in ‘this manuil have hoop wit-c 

reinforcement with only a single iayer of the more expensive 
wqven mesh. The wov’en ‘mesh, .which is made continuotis 
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between the walls and the floor or the foundation, will there- 
fore provide the reinfor?ement that, limits cracking at this 
joint. ExperienFe with these, tanks builtunder a variety of 

15 conditions suggests that severe cracks do not occur at the 
“joint under t~ormal loading. *-: . . 

Ttie joint will not remain completeI; rigid, however. It is 
likely that very small cracks will open, anid that the joint will- 
be& outwards and throw a greater part of the loading onto 
the @op wire reinfdrcement (see Fig.9). _- - 

Small hoop load 
\, 

load JLJ I* 
JOINT RIGID ‘, 

,:I b Larger hyop load 

. , 

JOlNi’PLASTIC 

. 

I 

throw 
hoop wir 

Fig. 9 . How the loads are taken 
2) ‘. 

These fine cracks are unlikely to be serious. If, however,- 
they become wide enough to allow water to reach- the rein- * 
forcement, because there is insufficient reinforceme,nt or 
the wires are too widely spaced, corrosion and eventual 
failure will occur. 

/es I 

In most of the tanks a *th,ick morta‘r. covmg is built up . 
. arour;rd the junction of the floor Q-Afound-ation and the walls 

to strengthen the joint. The performar-6 of this coving is * 
” difficult to predict but as there have Qeen onlyafe’w recorded 

instances of tank failure, due mainly-to poor workmanship, 
it would., seem to prevent the cracking or limit it successfully. 
An alternative solution is to cover the junction of the wall ‘1 s 

* yi 
and the floor with a bitumastic’paint. 8 

The woven chicken or pig ,mesh layer that is Capped 
around the shuttering ‘tinder the hoop wire in several of the 4 
designs will play an important part in preventing cracks occur- I 
ring -as a result of shrinkage and loading. Although it is _ .. * _ 
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II contribute greatly to the soundness o-f the 

The tentative cal5:ulations given in Chapter 15 indicate ’ 
that the stresses in a 2m high tank which is less than 10m in 
diameter with walls 5cm thick, will be small enough when 
full to be taken by a well made and carefully applied mortar 
with the mincmum ofreinforcement. In this case the reinforc- 
ing wire will behave gainly to strengthen the tank against 
externals Ioa.d..s..su:~h as wneuen...s_e.~~menl., e.ar_thquakes,-km:=- - 
p,erature stresses, ‘handling loads, etc. In larger tanks, how- 
ever-, the full amount of reinforcement is needed to take the 
greater stresses set up by the we the contained water. 

IS. Floor 
The concrefe floor of the tank may be built either before 

or after the construction of the walls. In small tanks (less 
than 5 metres in diameter) it is usually built first to give the 
walls a solid foundation and, is ma’de continuous with the 
walls. In the larger tanks (up to 10m diameter) it .is also 
usually cast before the walls; a bitumen movement joint 
between the floor slab and the walls is ,provi’ded to take, 
expansion and settlement. Building the floor before the walls 
saves the work of lifting the concrete over the completed 
walls. In ‘both cases, there should be wire reinforcement 
running from either the base slab in the small tanks or from 
the .foundation of the larger tanks, up into the walls to 
prov:de resistance against cracking. ,i 

With larger tanks (over 10m in diameter) the concrete 
floor slab must be cast in sections with bitumen sealed expan- 
sion joints bet.ween, the sections; this allows the floor to 
expand and contract without cracking. The floors of the 
smaller tanks described in this manual can, however, be built 
successfully as one continuous slab. 

For cattle) or irrigation water tanks the concrete floor may 
be replaced by a layer of worked clay and this will reduce 
the cost of the tank considerably. A suitable clay that can be 
‘puddled’ or worked plastically is spread over the floor of 
the tank, moistened with water and rammed to compaction 
- a herd of goats has even been used for this. The,clay floor 
must then be kept wet otherwise it will dry out and crack 

. . 
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allowing the water put in the tank to leak out. The inner end 
of the outlet pipe for the’tank must therefore protrude 1 Ocm 
above the top of the clay to leave a small depth of water over 
thi clay layer when the tank is emptied, this is good practice 
anyway. Alternatively, the concrete floor may be replaced by 
a sealed plastic sheet laid out to form a water proof membrane 
and tied into the base of the walls-It is proteyted both above 
and below by a layer of sand (see ‘Fig. IO). : 

_.--- <* b 
f; 
‘I . Plastic sheet between sand layers. 

Clay V&m 
Sheet glued to outlet pipe and walls 

/ 

CLAY FLOOR PLASTIC MEMBRANPWITH SAND 

Fig. 10 Alternative floors 

a 

d. Roof @ 
A roof provides a good cover against evaporation, $hich in 

;ec hot dry parts of the world can exceed 2mlyear. It preverts 
the access of rubbish, insects and rpdents and’ it also, keeps 
the stored water cool. The tanks described in Chapters 10, 
1 1 and 13 have integral shell roofs of wire reinforced mortar, 
between 3 and 5cm thick,.cast continuously with the walls. 
Tanks of up to 5m dia’meter have been successfully roofed 
in this way and have stood up to*Jong ex.posure in extremes 
of climate. The extra stresses set up by the weightof the roof 
are not great if the.,junction between the roof ar?&the walls 

_i is curved; sharp angles concentrate stresses and initia>e cracks. 
The. greatest stresses set up in a roof ofthis sort are caused 
by its expansion in hot weather fromthe heat of the sun 1 
these ,stresses can be over. 20 times greater than the static 
loading stresses due to its own weight. For this reason the 
roof and walls should be painted)white to reflect the heat of 

the sun or be protected with a covering of thatch (see Fig.1 1). 
The roof may also be built from Qhter weight materials, 

such as sheet aluminium or gaI,vanised iron, fastened to a 
conventional structure erected over the”tank (see Fig.12). ” 

c 
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Thatch on concrete 

CURVE BETkEEN POOF AND WA& ROOF THATCHED OR PAINTED WHITE 

Fig. 11 Roofs for tanks less than 5m diameter . 
.,. 

*Fig. 12 Roof for larger tank 

e. Tank fittings 

Most tanks will have pipe fittings of some sort to take the 
water in to and out of the tanks. The’o‘utlet pipe for the 5N 
smaller tank is somet’imes taken through the walls; the out- ’ 

. flow pipe through the top of the wali; and the water enters 
through the top opening. With the larger tanks, however; and 
the larger volumes of flow that their use dictates, the inlet 
and outlet pipes are taken through the floor. This reduces the 
risk of cracking and leakage around the pipes which would 
obtain if the pipes were cut into .the walls. The overflow may 
still be taken through the top of the wall. In all cases where , 

. . the autlet pipe passes through the flsor a wire screen of some 
sort is recommended, to prevent the outlet p-ipe being ac-. 

. cidentally blocked bbebris. 
I 

The outlet pipe mouth is usually placed 1Ocm or so above _ 
the level of the flo’br to prevent sediment that has settled 

, ,1 from being carried out of the tank. The inlet pipe may also ,,__ 
be taken in through the floor in which case the’optional clay 
floor of a larger tank must be protected against scour. ’ 

The hole for the overflow pipe to the tan& is cut-out of. 
the mortar while while .it is still ‘green’, i.e. before it has&t. 

3-4 ‘, > 
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properly. The -pipe, which must be Itirge enough to carry 
away the anticipated overflowing’water, is set into this hole; 
plastic pipe is not suitable because it is,;iiot-r$yid enough. 
With covered tanks used for domF+Y purpoes the pipe 
must be’covered with a layer of fine mesh to p event malarial J’ 
mosquitos or insects from entering and breeding in the tank, 

On the larger tan&, used for’catt’le watering the outlet ‘is 
often provided with an adjustable pipe section,fitted inside 
the tank; if, therefore, the water trwgh is damaged by the 
animals or if the ball valve in the troughsticks open, only a+ 
small amount of water will be lost (see Fig.131. 

Lowest water level Ball valve 
I #Holding rope 

/ Fig. 33 Ball valves fo> cattle watering 

The outlet to the tank may be fitted with a sand filter that n ; 
screens and sieves the water-before it is used, removing most 
organrc matter and bacteria. It will behave like a slow sand 

\; 

filter and -must beg kept permanently .wet if it is to work $++ + 
correctly (see Fig. 14). Ai& --+8 k 

-2 $z / 
-& *. ‘2&. 
4 : 

Porous pipe under . 

n sand lay& ?l - 

\ 

. . 

Lowest water le L 

“’ 
- .’ ..,,,,p 

Fig. i4 Slow sand filt&h”tank over outlet 

The sand can be cleaned or replaced when the 
empty. ,- 
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Chapter .Five A.. 

Construi=tion Materials and Equlp.ment I H- a .~ - i 

a. Rein forting mesh 
, / 4 

There are many different types of steel refnforcing mesh/ 
that can be used to construct reinforced cement’mortar shells1 
These generally consist of thin wires, either woven’or weld’ $ d 
into a mesh, but the main requirement is that it must be 
easily handled and, if necessary, flexible enough to be bent 
around sharp corners. The wires are tied and -held’ firmly in,, 
place while the mortar is being trowelfed on and. should 

’ finish with an even distribution through the complete thick- _ 
. ness of the shell. . 

Woven and welded mesh are expensive to buy: because of 
, -r %-. the work neededit make them, and are expensive to trans- 

port because of theC- bulk. They can cost over ten times as 
much as an equivalent weight of ‘straight”coi-led wire. For ’ 
this reason straight wire is most often used $Q construct the 
cyIindric8I waxer tanks described in this manual - it can be 
wrapped’ around the tank. if%icuI-ty. Reinforce.ment i 

.,is still needed in a ver;ical and this usually i 
’ _I takes the form of a single layer of 

the fprmwork before the hoop 
* - 

I For the larger tanks the 

-i - that extra vertical. reinforcementpis as important as the hoop 
wire, bui for the smaller tank$less than 5m diameter) the 

c 
single layer of woven mesh is adequate. ‘3’ 

The wire may, be _galvanised to prevent rusting during 
storage; under no circumstances should aluminium painted 
wire be used as the aluminium may reac.t with the cement-to * 
give a very poor bond between thewire and the mortar. . : _( L, 

6. Cement, sand and water 
The cement that is used to make’the mortar should-be an 
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ordinary Portland cement (to BS12 or similar specification). P- 
Lower strength cemenfitious materials have been used in the 
past with some success but these generally cannot be recor-6 ” I, 
mended. The tank described in Chapter j4 has lime mixed > 

with the Portland cement in the ratio of 1 bag of lime to I 
5 bags cement to improve t6.e workability of the mortaLand 
to reduce shrinkage cracks; it is not-known if this reduces 1’ 
appreciably the strengkh ‘od the mortar. The cement should 
always be kept in a dry store until it is to be used. 

ip 

The main requirement for the sand is that it should be ‘% 
free from organic or chemical impurities that would weaken 
the mortar. Most clean sands are suitable but if their quality 

-_c 

is in doubt they should be washed with clean #water. They . * 
should be protected,‘at the mixing site against further con- , 
tamtnation. I a 

A silica sand IS probably the best although sands consist- 
my of other hard minerals can be satisfactory. Experience 

d suggests that a moderately coarse sand, although it makes 
the moitar more difficult to work, will resist shrinkage ciack- 
ing better than a fine orcdirty sand; if the sand has a high silt 
content then the mortar will be weak. The grading of the 
sand part.icles should make for an easily Lw,ork.ed, mortar and 
there should be a reasonable%proportion of all grain siyes 
without an ex_ces,s of fine or coarse particles. 

The wateY?nust be fresh ‘and free from chemicals in 
solution or suspehded silt and organic matter. Clean water 
IS essential for a strong durable mortar; salt water should 
never be used. ;‘;, p” , 

- Keeping good ‘con’trol over the quality of the materials A , 
used for construcirng the water tanks is, th? -first step in --’ 
developing sound construction practice. _, -,.,:, . :1 

Is 

“6 The mortar mix ‘a*7 
Making up ‘a strong and satisfactory mortar mix from 

cement, sand and water is one of the most important stages 
In building the tanks. The mortar must be prepared with the 

” correct proportions of these materials. It mu.3 be well mixed 
and w8-kable enough to be tr-owelIed I_ by hand -6nto the 1, Y’ 
formwork between the reinforcing mesh to form a dense, 
compacted layer, and it must be properly cured in orde r I- 

, 



it to achieve its full potential strength and durabiliity.’ It is 
useful to understand the various factors that control:the final 
quality of the mortar in order to 
sound practice during constrwion. 

Ratio of cement and sand 
’ I,ncreasrng the 
increase its final 

might cancel out 
the cost. 

unreinforced water jar and 1 :4 for some of the larg$r rein- 
forced tanks. Some authorities recommend that for ta,nks of 
less than 40 cubic metres capacitty, the proportion of sand 
should never exceed 3 times that of the cement. lt.is possible 
that this ratio is designed to give,,a large factor of safety, but 
the experience gained in field construction over the last 25 
years suggests that the c.ement:sahd ratio canbe increased to 
1 .4 when using suitable sands without risk of fa’ilure. Making 
the ce_menf:sand ratio 1:3 will not give a substantial increase 
in the cost of a small tank, however, and this ratiobis therefore 

1 generally recommended. 
Measuring boxes or buckets should- be bart of the con- 

struction equipment and should always be used to achieve 
consistency in mix proportions. Measuring the materials on a 
shovel does not give reliable results. 

Ratio of water and ,cemeq.t (watecceme’k by weight) 
A dry moltar mix, will be stronger than a wet mix made 

with the same proportions of cement hpd sand provided it is 1 
fully compacted. Dry, stiff, mixes-are; however, difficult to i 

5 work onto the formwork to achi,eve Full compaction, are I i 
likely to contain a-Qoidsand be imperfectly bonded to the * 
reinforcing wire. Wet creamy mixes are very easy to trowel ’ 
by hand, but the cured m~ortar will be more permeable to ’ 
water and have a tower strength and durabgity. 

A compromise between aimihg for either Ta strong or an 
easily worked mix must therefore be made. Experience has 
shown that with reasonable sands in a: I:3 (cement:sand) 
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mix, a water:cement ratio pf 0.5:1 (% partby weight t-o 
.l par-t by weight of cement) will be satisfactory. If; in order ’ 
to“make the mix workable enough, extra wat&m- has $0 be , 

added to give a ,water:cement ratio of 0.6: 1 then a Petter> 
gr-aded.sand or a greater proportion of cement should be used. 

Under most conditions the workability is usually con- 
trolled by eye during mixing and, if the water:cement ratio 
IS not to exi;eed 0.5: 1 (water:cement by weight), the mixing 
must be r:are&*lIy supervised. The amount of water to be 
added to the dry mix of Gement and sand is affected by the u 
presence of moisture in the sand, which can vary considerably 
between the top and bottom layers of -the sand stockpile; a 
less water should be added the wetter the sand. One or two 
trial mixes using a sample of completely dry sand and a 
measured watercement ratio will allow the people engaged , 

. In rnIsiny to seeand 1ea.rn the feel of a satisfactory mix. 
.’ 

d. Formwork ’ 
* ‘I 

Formwork is needed to support the w.alls while the mortar 
that has been trowelled on hardens and sets.‘Well,made form- 
work is expensive but will, with care, last for many years and o ’ 
Its mitral cost may then be spread over many tanks. Several 
tank destyrls are Included in Part 3 that use makeshift form- ” 
work “or use weld mesh frames to supportthe wire mesh and 
trowelled mortar. However, experience shows that sound 
formwork makes construction work almost foolproof, and is 
therefore recommended for ‘any tank programmes building, T -a 
more than a few tanks. . 

The r-ernforcing wire and mesh can be wound simply and 
quickly around. the cylindrical forms and the mortar may, _ 
then be trowelled over the reinforcement. TQe main require- 
ment of the formwork is that it should be rigid enough to 
hold the weight of the mortar as it is being applied and cured 
without deflecting. If it does move during the setting period, 
the mortar is likely to crack and be considerably weaken.ed. ‘I . 
It will also help to limit the moisture loss from one face as ; 
the mortar hardens. 

Th.e formwork may be made from many differgnt materials. : 
The circular corrugated galvanised iron sheets shown in * 
Chapters 7 and 8. have been used with great success. The . 
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corrugations provide a ni’ark for the tank builders to help 
them wind the reinforcing wire on at the correct spacing 
although the wires will tend to bundle together in the car- ~’ 
rugations. The main advantage of the corrugated sheets - 

: ,n besides durability, cheapness and lightness in transportation 
- IS that they allow an accurate measure of the final wall 
th,ickness, because the corrugations on both the inside and 
outside faces of the tank must be filleb with mortar and 
trowelled smooth.. This is of g&at importance in ‘self help I 
construction as it reduces the need for skilled supervision 
and-the risks of thin weak spots in the tanks )walls. 

‘Temporary’ formwork may also be made from suitable. -. 
local materiais such as rough sawn timber planks, securely 
braced, and some of these are described in Part 3. A tem- 
porary circular walling of ado-be (mud and straw biicks) has 
also been used with success. This is built up to the required 
shape and plastered smoo.th on the outside with a weak 

*mortar mix. When it has ‘set, it -is treated with a suitable 
separatgg oil and the- wire and mortar?%Jiit onto its outside. -4 
After the mortar has hardened, the adobe is broken up from 
the Inside and removed from the tank.‘The example described , 
In Chapter 12 uses a reinforced mortar lining inside a per- 
manent, traditional adobe grain bin which bo’th supports 
the lrnrng and helps to contribute to, the strength of the 
tank. 

e. Tools 
- A list of necessary tools is outlined in Table 3 and should 

be collected to make a standard kit for tank constru&ion 
programmes. It is possible to use local tools and equipment 
.if they are uIilab,le.Lutti.L is always safer to make sure that 
all necessary tools are on hand by bringing in thestandard 
kit. 

The mortar may be mixed either by hand or with-a concrete a 
‘mixer. Hand mixing is laborious and if incomplete will give a 
lumpy mor%r that js difficult to trowel onto the tank. Hand 
mixing can manage drier mixes than the concrete mixer, 
which rolls a dry mortar in its drum without proper mixing. 
Treading the mortar under foot on-the mixing slab is one of 
the best ways of working a dry mix. For the tanks described 
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in this manu wetter mixes fro 
mixer will be satisfactory. 

p-, 

Steel (plasterers) itis+.& are much, easi& to &Q than those 
made of wood. Overworking the ,,wet mortar, especially w?th 
a steel float, can cause the mortar layer to slump off; the 
mortar should be laid on quickly,and carefully. The surface 
of each mortar layer must finally be rou’ghed’ or brushed 
when it has hardened a little t”o provide a key for the next 

_- layer., 
A,* 

Table 3 List of tools an&equipment 
I 

Number 
4 

‘4 :n 

Item ‘, 
Plasterer’s steel hand floats 

a 

Hand hawks 30 x 3,Ocm with 4cm diameter handle ’ 
Trowelling boards, 75 x 75cR-1 
Wire brushes for cleaning shuttering I 
Oiling brushes 

4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l’se 

- .l 
1 
1 
2 

t 

1 . 
1 
1 

1 
4 I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 

t 1 
1 set 
1 

. . 7. 

/ 

Brush or scratching tool for mortar 
Hacksaw and spare blades 
Woodsaw 
Spanners * 
Crowbar, 1 metre long 
Wire snips for mesh 
Bolt cutters for hoop wire 
Cotd chisels for cutting ‘green’ mortar :’ I 

2 kg hammer 
5 kg sledgehammer 

,,I x 

Gauging box for sand and cement 50 x 50 x 40cm or container 
to hold 100 Iitres sand I 
Sieve 5mm maximum openings for sand ’ I 
Shovels, flat ended for mixing ” 
Spirit level U’s 
50m cloth or plastic tape measure 
String line 

. 

Axe for trimming timber 
Pickaxes for excavation -- 
Mattocks for ground levelling , ” 
Wire tensioning tool 8 
Formwork sections 
Wheelbarrow for carrying mortar ’ 

jl 
> 

Water containers 
Plastic sheeting or hessian for curing the mortar .;’ 
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Su,mmaty of Methods rf 

This part of the handbook cont%ns a detailed description of 
standard tank cons ruction 

1 
practice that has been used success- 

fully for over 25 y .ars in’different parts of the world. Designs 
for a smatl 1 Om3 capacity ‘domestic tank and a large 1 50m3 
open tank are given in Chapters 7 and 8 respectively, and 

. these are recommended for self help construction in. rural 
areas. The designs,have evolvedSfrom practicat experience and 
the dimensions and q$Sntities of reinforcement should de 

c. followed as closely &.&ssib4e. 
A summary of the basic steps in building these tanks is 

given below. ,:!r t- ; . 

a. Clearing the site and preparlhg the foyndations 
The site chosen for the tan kshould be cleared of vegetation, , 

loose surface soil and any large rocks that,could ‘pierce‘the 
floor of the tank. For the smaller tanks it is often only neces- 
sary to clear the site and put down a 15cm laxer of%nd and 
gravel ready for the tank after all the pipe fittings have been ’ 
laid. The larger tanks, however, need a separate ring founda- 
tion to support the,walls which is prepared by digging a 
trench under. the, line of the wall and backfilling it with 
concrete. 

1. > h 
6. Collecting the ma teriq& .‘. . 

The sand, gravel and wate.r should be collected, before 
construction starts. If tI%s is ~done by the users they wi II be 
able to contribute a large proportion of thetotal cost- of 
the tank ‘(and is one rea,wn why these tanks are chosen for 
self help construction). . ’ 

‘i Jtie aggregate can be stored in piles~alongside the~mar&ar 
m-ixi$g stab which is bui& b,y. trowelling a layer. of concrete ’ 

Q onto a g@vel layer 2m m square: The,slab is fi’nisbed with 
,^ ! 
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a shallow wall or lip to prevent the accidental sp’illage of _. 
’ !cement slurry during mixing (see Fig’.15j. , , 

Gauge sand in 
I ii ._. . 

measuring box > 

)f!f!!f!!/!!$fid _a= ’ 

. . * Mixing tray with lip2 : 

Y 

*n 
1 

. 

Fig. 15 Mixinrthe mortar by hand ’ - - ’ I 
/ 0 

For isolated, small domestictanks, it may be cheaper to 
carry a mixing board -as part of the basic kit. Mixing the 

” \, / ,* 

mortar on the ground surface w4.l contaminate and weaken 
the mortar, and should always be moided. 

The aggregate piles must be keptclean of* soil and other . 
material, and are often covered with a plastic sheet or sacking 
to protect the sand from contamination by anima,l.s or wind I -, 
blown dust. Ma.ke sure that-enowghs.and is collected for eailh’ 
tank before construction begins. < ““’ 

The cement. and reinforcement. i hould be collected qd , 
stored .under cover. The, shuttering ‘and any other equip&t&~ 
and tools are also collected and checked, ready for use. A .y 
pipework ,is installed before the concrete is laid:, ;: , 

!I 
-’ 7 . . 

- The layout of the site for the larger tanks should be 
arranged to reduce unnecessary work. The cement, sand and 
water,, should therefore be stored near- the mixing slab, or ! ‘$ 
Concrete mixer onone side of the tank site.’ An approximate. 
idea of the quantities of material needed ‘for’ each tank is ‘. 

. ,; ~ ,-.” 1 
‘\. 

given in the chapters below; it is advisable to have extra - 
ma?erial on hand to allow for wastage: 

I_ 

* 
c. - Casting the foundations 

,The foundations for the small tan*ks built on the-site are. :’ 
made4 ‘by casting aa 7.5cm thick slab of. concrete 2.8m in, 1. ’ - ,_ 

* . :7 . 
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diameter onto the layer of sand and gravel. The concrete is’ 
prepared from a mLx of 124 (cement:sand:graveI by vplume) 
and is given a week to harden. 

The ring trench of the larger tanks is filled with concrete 
after the floor slab has been cast, and this i’s’also allowed to , 
harden. 11 foundation beams are -needed under joints in the 
floor slab’(for tanks of diameter larger than 10m) these are 
cast at the same time. P 

d. Erecting the formwork * 
. 

The formwork is examined. for. damage, cleaned -and oiled 
with a suitable release agent to prevent me concrete from 
sticking. Old motor oil can be used for this purpose. The 
formwork is then erected and bolted together in the way 
described in the chapters below. The recommended forms’*are 
built ifrom rolled corrugated iron sheets. 

e. Fixing the reinforcing wire and mesh 
3The woven mesh is wound around the outside face of the 

formwork and tied firmly into place..For the small tanks it is . 
tucked under the formwork to join into the floor slab cast 
after the walls. In the larger tanks it is allowed to hang in the 
wall foundation trench which is then filled.‘with concrete; it ., 
‘may with advantage be substituted in the larger tanks with 
6mm diameter reinforcing rod at IOcm spacings. 

The hoop wire is then carefully wound around the tank 
“and spaced into the corrugatiorx? Any joins .in the wire 

should be overlapped by at least % metre and* Jied securely 
with soft iron tiire; they should not be tied by wrapping the _ 
soft iron wire along the join as this will prevent the mortar’, 
from making a proper bond. If theihoop wiresare slack they. 
can be’tightened by kinking them with a special tool (see 
Fig.16). 

I 

’ *-3a ‘. ‘, .- ‘. 

Wires b- 
r 

\ I 

/ z c. , 

x- 
Twist 

Fig. 16 Tool for tigh tening wires 
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f Mixing the mortar q 
. The sand and cement are gauged either onto the mixing 
slab or into the concrete mixer in the ratio 1 :3 (cement:sand 
by volume). It is driircult to judge these volumes accurately 
by sho~ellrng and 

I--++ 
auging box should be made up to 

measure the sand.The box is made to thesize 50 x 50 x 40cm; 
1 box full of sand mixed with a 50 kg ba,g of cement will 
yt,ve a mortar mix 1 .3lcement:sand). 

The dry cement andsand on the mixing slab are turked) 
by hand (It d t_:oncrete mixer is not av.aiIabIe) several times 
into poles from one side ofi the slab to’the other until they 

:are completely mixed together. A hole is then ma,de into the 
centre of the pile, water is added and turned into the mix 
tirltil. the desired consistency is achieved., Add only a small 
amount of cvarer’at a time as it is difficult to make a wet 
rn!x drier by adding cement and sar?d. The workability@f a 
iiry r111i i:an be increased by treading it between the feet to 

I break down any drier lumps. ’ , 
Conventional powered concrete, mixers are often ’ con- 

c-lemned for true ferrocement construction because they can 
only manage wet mixes, but for the tanks .described here 
nlackhtne ml,urng WI/I be quite satisfactory. 

.-.5 
_ 

g. Tro welling the mortar onto the tank walls 
*After mlxt’ng, the mortar must be applied quickly to the 

tank, If It IS mo,re than Y’z an .hour or so old, it should be 
either used to mace Up the floor slab or thrown away as the 
cement qurckly begins to become unworkable without adding 
an excesstve amount of water. In &ot climates the mortar 
Drte should be covered with wet‘ sacking or black plastic to , 

land to the. walls of the tank 4 
prevent rap,id drying out. 

l-he mortar is applied by 
wrth a plasterers’ steel float 
or so t hick; thicker laye&s,wil 
which has already been prepa 
to the side of ‘the tank and 
(75cm x 75cm) which may k 

n layers not greater than lcm . 
te-nd to slump ofLThe mortar 
ed at the mixing slab is carried 
emptied onto a square board 
e made of plywood or planks. 

This board prevenG dirt from becoming mixed up with the 
mortar, and catch& any mortar that falls off the wall during 
trowelling. The mortar is,scooped off this board using the -, 



D .i? 
3 
‘I 

) 
4, 

pfasterers’ float onto a builder’s ‘hawk’. (a square board 
30 x 30cm with a 4cm diameter handle attached to the 
middle of one side] and transferred back onto the face side 
of the float (see Fig.17). ,- 

1 MORTAR ONTO HAWK 2. MORTAR ONTO FLOAT 3. MORTAR ONTO FORM 

Fig. 17 Towelling the mortar onto the formwork 

The mortar is trowelled onto the formwork from the base, . 
of the tank ..upwards to fill the corrugations and just cover 
the retnforcing wire. The walls are built up in this way in . _ 
vertical-sections around the tank. The square board is moved ‘, 
for each section. 

‘_ ‘i . 
When this first layer of ioitar has hardened sufficie@ly, 

the surface is brushed rough or scratched ready for ‘the 
second layer. This lcm thick second layer;...phich+ provides 
the outside surface to the tank, is finished w‘tih.a smo~oth ’ 
surface. It must ‘be well bonded to the first layehhich 
should be ‘green’, i.e. not hardened completely. ._ A., 

The next day, the formwork is stripped out from inside”\, 
the tank, and a layer of mortar is trowelled on to fill up \\ 
the corrugations and cover up any exposed rejnforcing wires. 
Corrugated iron formwork has the great advantage that the 
correct thickness of .the tank walls, can be easily maintained i 
even by unskilled workers. 

I tank has to be left overnight with-a< layer incomplete, 
the of the mortar should be cut off square. Next 

1 
ay, 

.$-he joint should be brushed with a wire,brush and be co, ted 
with a cement slurry to give a strong bond before the apblic- 
ation of fresh mortar. It is advisable/to complete any’ one b 

I layer in the same day, or if interruption is anticipate$‘ to * ’ 
finish the layer in a complete band around the- tank. J@ns 
will then only occur in a horizontal line around the tank; /’ / 
46 r ,,l . _ * J’< 1 
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vertical jo ins whjch are more ‘I 
$oided 

ikely to open ‘up should 66 

W Applying the mortar- onto the tank .-may appeaa difficult 
at first, but :most people can learn the knack of doing it 

‘, L 

within a few hours. Th& secret is to ap$y._~he well m’ixed 
mortar quickly and firmly with the float, and w\b,nk it smoothly 
over the wall. The surface finish,‘is not of the gre&est impor- l ’ . 
tance on these tanks; if they are rough they can be”W,led in 
at a Imate. The IayerS must be of uniform thi&Fss 
throughout, however, with no ga-p’s or weak spots. .“.. “‘sx:, IS I\ , 

‘\ 
h. Curing the tank c 

After the mortar has been applied to the tank w>lls it z 
should be covered up with black plastic or wet sacking. ‘If ” . 
the setting mortar is. exposed to sunlight or wind it will 
quickly lose its water and the f5inal strength and durability 
will be conSiderably reduced. Loss bf moisture in this Way 
exaggerates the shrinkage cracks that will form in the mortar 
and can even lead to tank failure. 

In very hot,cIimates thg tank must be covered up between ’ 
the~applica?‘6n of each layer. In *milder conditions or under , 
cover the tank is left open until the finai layer has been 
app$d and it is then covered for a wee.k or more to cure. 
The dortar will take at least one mQnth to gain anything like 
its final strength, and for the first few days it will be ‘gr?en’ : :( 
enough to.hack out by hand for any pipe fittings. 

Cu.ring is absoIcrMy essential for sound, strong tanks, and 
is one of the most important construction steps. It is also D ’ 
or?e of th& ‘most difficult things tp ensure in the field. 

i. The floor abd roof 
The floorsof the tariksare poured before thewalls have been 

built. Thi! r’oof of the smaller tank is built several days after ’ 
the walls have been built to allow them Time to strengthen. 

j. Filling the tank with water 
,Cement mortar shrinks as it dries out in an empty tank 

esfiecially $ hot dry cli,mates. If the tank is then filled ~rapidly 
“-,-~vyith wated the ‘mortar does not have time to expand again 

as%: reabsfrbs moisture slowly, and the wire reinforcing yvill 
not,Ycontribute to withstanding the stresses in the walls. In 



this case there is a of setiere crackin; or eveb failure. 
An empty tank., one that has,! just been built,‘. 
should always’ be filled !,owly, and it shduld be left for a 

,( 

week or so with a sha/lbw depth of water at 
,,, before filling. ,, .-’ :’ 

A.. 
,I / 

. 

I ’ , 
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Chapter Seven s 

Small Tanks f&- Domestic Use, ’ 
10m3 Capacity d’ : -/ < 

0 
\ 
‘These tanks have been bsed for many years in’parts of Africa 
and have been-designed to be.as simple as possible to build in 
self help progiammes. The users’, who are at first unskilled in. 
this sort of construction; cancon&bute their time and efforts 
in collecting sand and water, digging the foundations and CL 

preparing the mortar”under the general guidance of$ trained ,{ a 
builder. &ith ex-perience they quickly learn how to make. the \ 
tanks without further guidance. 

7 ; 

A trained builder wit.@ five helpers ‘takes ab;out three days 
:; 
* 

to construct the tank: ‘The users often contribute some 
money towards the cost of the tank: which helps to cover them 
builders’ wages, the cement, reinforcement a,nd the hire of; 
the formwork. 

/ 
Design , , 

x 

The tanks have be&designed for construction by relatjvely 
unskilled workers. They have-a diametw of 2.5 metr ‘E 

height of 2 metres;*yMngacapacity of 10 cubic metres 
fin’ l ~$11 thickness will be about4cm. The tanks are bui 

“: site and should not be moved. 
P 

.I -2 

For+wvmk (. OP \ P .> e. 

5, a 
The, ,-’ 
t on 

: 
The ‘,2m high formwork is made from 16”sheets. of standard-.. .* G.’ 
galvapised roofing iron, 0.6mm thick with 75cm corrugationsj ,[,.) ‘iii,’ ., 
rolledinto a cylinder with a radius.of 1.2!@. . ” 

j. 
4 ., , 

P Ste 
F 

I angle iroQ4;O x401x 5mm) is$olted,verfica’lly on the ,. ‘.,‘:,:$, 
insideifase at the ends of each set’of four sheets -3his allows i. Y??‘: ‘,“.+ 
the shbets to be bolted together to f&m a tihcle. 
ends o’ each section is placed a wedie which 
allow t F e formwork to be dismantled (see 

I 

\ 
r f 4 

(i 

I; ’ ,” 



Fig. 18 Standard formwork to make 10m3 tank’ 
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/ Holding bolts 

Bolt holes 

Corrugated 
formwork 

4 
. 
ZP 

galvanised iron 

Fig. 19 Assembling the fprm work 

Construction O 

A circular area 2.8m in diameter is cleared at the required si&e 
for the tank and excavated down through the loose topsoil. 
A 1 Ocm layer of sand and gravel is laid evenly over the excav- 
ation and a 7.5cm I%yer of concrete laid on top of this\;. the. 
concrete mix of. 1 :2:4 (cement:sand:g,ravel by volume) will 
form th,e foundation slab under th.e,tank. 

Into this concrete foundation is cast a I m length of 20mm 
bore steel water pipe with a tap on the outside end. -The pipe i -’ 
is curved so that it projects 10cm above the floor of the tank; 
a piece of wire is threaded’ihrough the pipe to act as a pull 
through after the tank has been built (see Fig.20). ., 

B 1 
Water oioe and 

Fig;20 Foundation qf tank 

to hold 

When this concrete floor slab has hardened ‘the tormwork ^ 
for the tank is erected. The bolts passing through the angle 

* , ,- 
< 

‘._ 
d .’ , ’ m 51 :. ‘/ )j 
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irgn and wedges are tightened to provide a rigid cylindl’ical -- 
“-form. ‘This is cleaned free from cement and dirt, oiled and the 
wire netting wrapped around it to a single’ thickness and , ! 
tucked under the forms. The netting has a- 5CImm mesh’, and 
is-made from 1 .Omm wire (see Fig.21). ,’ 

; ,, 

. 

Forms ’ 

under forms 

Fig.21 Erect form work and wind oh reinforcing wire 
-I 

! i- i 

To form the hoop+-einforcements, the ‘straight’galvar?ised 
irQn wire, 2.5mm ‘diameter,. is wound tightly around the 1 , 
tank.from’the base at the following spacings:- L ” ..’ 

;2 wires in each corrugation for the first eight 
1 wire in each corrugation to the top 
2 Gres on top corrugation. 

- 

About 200m of 2.5mm diameter wire will be needed, &eight. ‘- 
8 kg. Th‘e netting provides vertical reinforcement to .the t&k e 
and also holds thehoop wire out of the corrugations. 

_ 
’ 

The outside isThen plastered with a layer of mortar made .I d 
from a mix.of 1 :3 ;(cement:sand by voIume)*ar;ld as soon as So 
this has begun t 
on to cover the 

surface is finished smooth”with a wooden float. 
1 

stiffen’ a second mortar layer is trowelled 
einforcing wires ,to a depth of 15mm. The 

b . ’ 
After a day or: so the’formwork- isdismantled ‘by rem.ovirig * 

the holding bolts a,nd by_pulling ou$‘the.qvedges which will 
leave the shutteriincj fr6e to be st,ripped ayvaj/ from l/he.inside. -- - 
mortar wall. The sectioq are lifted.-,/cIear’of -thk’tarik to be 
thoroughly cleaned of ar;ly mortaror-cement. i .., .I 

. 

A 2C$m length of 8cm diamet$r-:downpipe is built ir-& the 
wall at the ‘top of the tank /to aclj’as an overflow and the’ . 

,I.? , 
: .,I 

, 
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inside of the tank is pIsst&red with mortar to fill up the cor- 
rugations. When this has hardened sufficiently 5 second final 
coat is trowelled onto the inside and finished with a wooden *‘, -. 
float. 

A 5cm thick layer of mortar is next laid onto the floor of 
the tank and the junction with the floor and the walls built’ 
tn?o a coving ’ 

The floors are unreinforced and these tanks would fractur,e .,* 
ii: they were moved. 

Take care that the mortar does not block’ up the. outlet 
pipe. Before the mortar on the floor has stiffened, form a 
shallow depression in the middle; this will allow the tank to 

,,be cleaned at a later date - the sediment can be brushed into 
” ,rhe hole and cupped out (see Fig:22). 

, 

Fig.22 The completed tank 

The rnsrde of the tank is painted -with a thick cement 
slurry to seal the tank, a small volume of 
stand in the bottom of the tank and the ._ 
cured for seven days. 

Roof i ’ < 

The tank is covered with sheets of 0.5mm galvanised sheeting, 
supported on two lengths o,f angle iron. Alternatively, a rein- 
forced mortar roof may be built in the ;ways described in 
‘Chapter 10. Building ‘a’ mortar roof is hot difficult but it 
r&uires extra sets of formwork. - 

’ 
: 
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&erials required for lOm3 tank with galvanised iroh roof 
‘a 

Cement 
+ “* Plain wire 2.5mm diameter 

Chicken mesh lm wide 
_- .w 

AZ :+a Water pip? 20mm bore 
Water tap 

600 kg. ’ 
200m 

t 

.16m ., -iz,, 
Trn 

‘. ,1 cNo. 
20cm of.8cm dia. iron. or,, 

concrete pipe 

Overflow pipe . . . 
Gai<anised iron steet and angle 

irg?i foi roof 
Sand 
Gra\iel’ 

\ 

-3 

. - 
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Cbpter Eight - , ’ 
.z 

L&g& Open Storage Tank: * ‘5 
1501%~ Capacity ’ 

,1 

’ ’ 
.i 

-1 __ I. , 
These tanks have b-een bcuilt and usedsuccessfully since about ‘1 
1950 and the diameters have been made as large’as 25 metres . 
to hold !$50m3 of water. The wal’ls are constructed on pre- 
fabricated corrugated galvanised iron formwork which is 
erected toYform a complete ci[cle. The cost of the formwork 
is a small item, coming to legs &han about 10% of the total 
cost (see Table 2) and as it will be used during the construe- ’ 
tion‘of many tanks its initial cost can be shared. 

<.i 

Qesign 

T,he tsk, described in this chapter has a capac&,.of 150m3, 
with*‘;a height ‘of 2m and adiameter of0 10m. The walls are 
cast integral with a concrete foundation ring beam, and the 
floor of the tank is cast separate from the walls. There is 
no roof to the tank. r 
v 

Formwork $2 

The formwork consists of 06mm corrugated .galvanised iron 
she k 

, 
ts tolled to a radius gf 5m. The sheets can be,any con- . 

venient length, b@t when they.are bolted together they should 
’ m B ke) a circle of the correct size, If they are unstab.le when 

@ected they can be propped up from the inside with lengths 
,bf wood. 

The sheets a-re bolted into single rings with 3,O x 6mm I 
diameter veranda bolts. The bolt holes are$riIl-ed into the 
convex side of the corrugations (looking from the inside) at ‘> 
any one ,jioint,,and nuts are brazed into the concave‘ side- . . -...I 
opposite ‘the hot&. The nuts must be securely attached to --....\ 

the sheets to F$&ventA,.turning+AGJe&osening the bolts (see _ 4 .:,’ i, 
Fig.23). CL, i _I 6 ‘, ! 

0 
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Outside face of tank 

Nut brazed or 
welded to form 

I’ 
B 

. 

Sheets bolted togethcz . 

Fig.23 Corrugated iron sheets rolted to 5 metre radius 

The complete ring of shutterfng can then be collapsed ,’ 
Pnwards by loosening only onejoint, a wjthd.rawing the 
well greased bolts the sheets slide across another reducing 
the diameter of the ring sufficiently to,[emove the form. S 

If only one or two tank-s are to be built, one Complete ri& ’ ’ 
of corrugated iron formwrk- will be satisfactory; this is 
stripped out after it has been plastere$ and is’ lifted up to 
form the next ring ?formwlork. However, if a large number of 
‘tanks of the same diameter are to be built, it is worthwhile 
to make up three rings for constructing the entire wall at one _ 
set up. The single rings are heavy and awkward to lift without - ,.% 
at least l%people to help. - + 0 :- \ i’ 

4 4 

Conpcti& 

1. .., 
. 

. . . 

The site ch&en for the tank is levelled and cleared of topsoil ” ’ 
for. a radiuGof 6m. The inside edge of the foundation trench- 3 z, 
is marked ou,t by attaching 34.85m tape to a post driven in% 
the centre o$,the ‘tank-site and sweeping out ,a circle,’ marking. 
the ground every metre or so with a peg (see Fig.24). -, 

., ,. 

Post 
I 

Fig.24 Marking out line of foundation trench s.Ub. 

.r:, ( 
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* 
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The floor 
5; 

Is 

‘, I, 
The floor is excavated to a dit.‘\th of 15~1-11 or so inside the . 
marked out ring and levelled with a layer of sand. The,side of 1 
the excavatron rsformed with a packing material (fibre board, .*, 
even thin bricks) and reinforcement consisting of weld mesh 

:* 

(20 x 2&m squar-e, 5mm dia.) or 8mm diameter reinforcing 
rod, laid In p/ace on spacing bl.ocks. The slab may be cast in , 
one piece wrthout ‘Internal-, movement joints; a larger slab 
would need movement joints to accommodate shr,,inkage, : 
temperature movenient and settlement. 

c : 

The Inlet and outlst pipework‘ should be installed before 1 
&e floor is poured. Concrete made from 1:2:4 mix (by, ” _ i-. ._ 
voium,e) is placed and compacted to make the 10cm thick~,I,‘~*“+:Y 

.“+floor slab The surface of the ‘slab is screeded level with $:.: ;;’ -a 
strarght edged board and a shallow depression is scooped out’ 
III the centre; thus vvill allow the ‘tank to be emptied and 
L~learled 

The floor slab should be covered with a sheet o.f plastic or 
wet sacking for a week to allow the concrete to harden. This 
is esr;ei‘\;iiiy Import;tnt in hot sunny climates. 

-. i 

The ht cl t the materials to constr~uct the floor slab is 
l~keiy tc, make up perhaps half of the tot&l materia 
the, rank The. slab can be replaced by a layer of 

\ rubber sheetrng, or puddled clay, but in this case t 
vv’ails are constructed first. 

Packing 
material 

I 

Mesh sieve to b 4.85m radius 

‘pipe mouth 

.) 
t-- -----~. ------7 

,. . . - - Reinforcement ’ / 

cost of 
suitable 
le tanks 

Inlet and outlet p:pe,set,in ’ 
position before floor sla’b is 

* cast. v >t 

Fig.25 Casting the floor slab ^ 

The walls -.., , 

A trench 30cm wide and 30cm deep is next-excavated around 
the floor slab (see Fig.26). Take care not to” undercut the 
floor slab. 
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Formwork erected over 
~ trench on blocks 

Packing material 
i- 
v 

I Vertical reinforcement hanging 
‘. into trench 

nBlociks to hold up formwork 
ca5t into concyte 

Fig.26 Asqembling the formwork -.‘- ,,: 

Ttje tormwork IS assembled ancl erected on blocks or bricks 

.; ,& 

that’ have been piled in the bottom of the ring trench. The . 
reinforcement, pig netting, or simi’far mesh, is drawn tightly -I 
arouncj the formwork, and. overlapped about 20cm at the 
ends; this overlap is sewn together with soft iron” tie wire. 

The wrte mesh is arranged to hang down into the trench 
where It will be concreted into place. An alternative design 
replaces the mesh with 6mm steel reinforcing rod at IOcm 
centres around the tank; this WIII be stronger and is likely to 
be cheaper to buy and iransport. 

The m,~Cn,%oop wrre ret+to.rcement of 4mm diameter is * 
wo(und arotlnd t+he~,formwork on top of the mesh at the * 
spacrngs given bel’ow ancl trghtened. When a join has to be 
made In the hoop wire, it IS preferable to fasten the ends to” y, 
the pig netting or rods andA give a generous overlap of 1 m 
with the new wire. If only one ring of formwork sheeting is a 
avarlabk the netting or steel rods are allowed to hang over 
Into the tank.. 

The hoop wires are wound frorn the base at the following 
spacinys. -- . 1 0 . d 

2 wires in each corrugation for the first twenty 
1 wire In each corrugation to the top 

. i 2 wires in top corrugation ~ 1 

Packing material is -now re-fastened around the edge; of 
the floor slab and the ring trench is filled with 1 :2:4 (cem&rt: ’ . . 
sand:gravel) by volume concrete. This packing material kill 
be removed later and- the slot filled with hot bitumen to 

1: provide a watertight movement joint between the floor/and “1 
the wall. . .i * 

The wire mesh or vertical reinforcement rods will no& be 

.= 

_- ‘3, \ 

_’ : 
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firmly concreted into the foundation beam and will help to 
resist crackrny at the foot of the wall. 

5 

Using only a single ring of sheet formwork 
With the reinforcing wire in place, a fairly dry 1 :3 mortar 1 
mix&( by volume) IS trowelt’ed into the-corrugations covering. 

. all the wires. After 24 hours, during which time th,e mortar 
must be kept damp, two of the greased bolts making up a ; 

. joint are wrthdr-awn, the single ring is collapsed Inwards and ’ 
moved up into position for the next lift. If another circle of 

. wire mesh% required it need only be overlapped 10cr-n hori- * 
$- 

zontally and again about IOcm vertically it the ends when 
‘making fast. The hoo6 reinforcing is again tightly wrapped 
round, not forgetting the 1 m of overlap: and the new lift is 
trowelled on as before. At the same,time the corrugations on ,, 

_ the inside of the first lift can be completely plastered up so’ 
that no reinforcement is visible from the in.side. ” 

The third lift is built in the same way, and on removal of 
the formwork the tank wall can be finished off by applying p. 
a 15mm mortar layer to the inside and floated to obtain a 
glazed watertight finish. The o&ide is also given -,a 1.5cm , 
mortar layer. In practice the above proce&@iesuIts in a wall _ 
of between 7.5-8.5cm in thicknes3Ytih~Llhe reinforcing.in the 

s’centre. A mortar coving is trowelled into the junction of the .- .-_ ? 
wall and the ring Foundation beam. 

When lifting the single ring to the next Lift the ring is 
nested Into the top corrugation of the previous mortar lift 
but in pract$c this,,d,oes not alwayswork due to slight irregu-<,., ’ _’ 
larities In the top,.and, bottom diametres of the formwork. ‘--+. 
The rings, however; can rest quite firmly on the top of the % 
previou& lift and require only minor a ‘nt in level and 
$%v-I%I b&we applying., the rein&tc 
mortar covering. Generally, the corfugated 

$‘nd I cement 
iron sheets come 7 I 

in widths of 0.66r-n ana three sepaLate lifts will be needed to 
make a 2m high wall. “I- < 

Curing the tank has already been described in Chapter 6. ~ 
.Having three complete rings of corrugated iron formwork .* 

will allow the tank to be built in one complete lift which will 
reduce the risksof cracking between inproper;ly bonded lifts. 

-‘, 

It is also very much easier.” 
, 



The packin.g material between thefloor slab and the foun- 
dation beam is removed and hot bitumen poured in to make - ’ 
the mbvement joint (see Fig.27). 

k. 
Fig.27 Making the expansion joint 

Before pouring the bitumen joint seals, the joint must be 
completely dry and clean with no loose mortar or dust adher- 
ing to the sides or the bottom. Firstly, both faces of the joint 
should be painted with paraffin’ana then both faces should 

_ receive one coat of bitumast‘ic paint. Immediately after paint- , F 
ing, the joint may be filled yvit,h molten bitumen; the joint --;--~ 
should be slightly over-filled. _-- ,.. 

Materials required for 1501-n~ tank 

Walls: Cement 2300 kg. 

‘\\, Sand -” $I3 
_- _ -~-------- 4mm d’wre -_ -~ 72OOm ’ 

Heavy duty wire mesh, 
35m rolls at lm higtt , 3 No. rol;l-s- _I 

or 6mm diameter reinforcing 
rods, 2.3m high 310 No. or 180 kg‘ 

weight 

F’ Floor: (Concrete slab l&m thick) / ~?$%@~- “. ‘- 

Cement ‘:2100 kg 
Sand 5m3 1 
Gravel ’ .~ _ -_!._ 2.5m3 -9 
Weld mesh --- / : ?3Om2 T ’ 
or 8mm diameter reinforcing” ” ( 

rods (at 30cm centres) 1’ : i 250 kg3 0 ’ 
Bitumastic sealer I ‘I I 50 litres ‘. 
Inlet, overflow and outlet - s..! r ,. ; 

pipes as needed I ’ 

.7 Thes.e quantities may be used to estimate the oy:-site cost of materials k 
needed for a tank of this size,see Table 2. ;i d ’ 
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P&-t 3 Alternative Designs 
d 

The designs described in this part of the handbook have all 
been successfully built and tested. The first one describes 
a small rainwater jar of small capacity which ischeap because 
it does not require reinforcing mesh and is built onto% simple 
mould. The second design shows water tanks being made on a 
factory basis in New Zealand; the forms for these are especially 
fabricated, from steel’ plate and the thickness of the walls 
must be carefully controlled during the trowe,lIing. The cdr- 
rugations iv the self-help type formwork, in comparison, 
effectively ensure that the walls are of adequate thickness. 
Other examples show tanks made with the minimum of for’m- 
work (or no formwork at al.l), one of which is built onto a 
permanent adobe (mud and grass) wall. 

These, alternative designs have been included to demon- 
strate the flexibility of wire-reinforced cement-mortar and 
will perhaps ,encourage the reader to develop his own con- 
stru~ction methods. 
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Chapter Nine 
t 

‘Small Jars ‘of Unreinforced Mortar: 
0,.25m”, Thailand 

! 
i 
! 

Thailand with its’ wet monsoon climate has,long periods of 
rainfali during the year. Many of the Thai people in both ’ 
rural and urban areas collect the rainwater that runs off the ’ 
roofs and store’ it in large pottery jars for domestic use. 
This is a traditional way of providing themselves with a 
domestic water supply which is both clean and convenient. 
During the dry periods, however, water is taken from wells 
or from ponds.‘which are often contaminated causing much ~ 
rIlnes,s amongsti”sfhe people. The water su,pply from the roof 

I can be‘made to last-,much longer into the dry period simply 
by edding extra storage jars. 

l . 

! A cheap and. strong‘water jar ‘made-from a mortar of sand 
and-cement has b’een devised. <These jars’do not ‘have ex % ’ n- 
sive wire mesh reinforcing and’can be made very I’arge, per- 
haps up to 40,OO litres (4,m3 1. J’ars holding 250 litres of water 

r 

_’ 
* 

& 

, 

. 
, 

I 

n - 
is 

cost less. than one tenth of the conventionaf clay ja’rs to 
make. The. users with no* previous aiperience have been ’ 
taught the ‘sk’ills necessary to make these jars in training ’ 

,periods of less than two days. These water jars enable any 
householderwith a suitable roof to cheaply. improve his 
water supply by .his own efforts. They can also be used for - N 
grain storage. P &I I 

* \ ’ 
* .The -method illustrated in Photos 2.1 to 2.i.0 will’make a. 
jar of 250 litres capacity. ; I .. ,, k i . . 
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‘““’ Ph$&.T”Making a &la/l water jar: 250 litres. Thailand 

2.1 Place two pieces of gunny cloth (hessian sacking) 125~~ by 1 l,Ocm 
rogether and mark out. Sew the two pieces together along the curved 

lines leaving the top and bottom open. 
‘2 

9 eji” 4 

2.2 After sewing, turn the sack inside out. 

0 

c ‘ 63 .i’ ” 
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2.3 Make a precast mortar bottom plate, 60cm in diameter and 1.5cm 
thick. Make the mortar from”a mix of 1:2 cement:s!Xnd by volume as 
.: dry as possible consistent with easy trowelling. 

-, 
2.4 Place the sack on the bottom piate with thc,sma 
wards and fill the space igside with paddy husk; 
weight of the fill will hoJd the lower edge of 
bottom plate. Make sure that the mortar bottom te st(cks out from 

under the sacking. 
1 

64 ,,j’ , ( 
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2.5 When the sack is filled up, fold the top and tie it into the shape 
I of a traditional water jar. Use a piece of wood to tap on the mould to 

make it round and fair. 

c 

_I 1 

2.6 Spray some wa;e<,on the mbuld before plastering to make it damp. ~ 

. 65 
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2.7 Place a circular ring on’the top of the sack to ma& a mould for the 
opening of the jar. This can be made of wood or ppecast mortar. 

_---- 

_._ ___“. ------ 

-‘ 

- 

_,__.~ 

2.8 TroweJ a first layer of mortar onto the mould to a thickness of 
about 0.5cm. 

e. 



2.9 Plast% the second layer of 0.5cm in the same. manner as the first 
layer. Check the-mortar layer for thickness by pushing in a nail: any 
weak or thin 

\ 
spots should be built up with an extra layer of mortar. 
\ 
\\ 

Build up the opening. 

2.10 Remove the contents of the gunny b g’and the bag 24 hours 
after the jar has been made. Check the jar for any defects and correct 
these with mortar; the inside of the jar shoul also be*painted with a 

i 
cement slurry. Cure the jar out of sunlight and d ing winds, preferably 

under damp sacking,or plastic sheet for at east 2 weeks. 
This technique has been used with great success in Thailand and pots of 
up to 4000 litres lapprox 1000 galls.) capacity have been made in this ~’ 

b way. I’ 
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Chapter Ten “, 

Factory-Made’, Thks I + 
Y to 25m3 Caiacity, New Zealand i, 

,: .: - 
Ferrocement tanks have been made commercially in New 
Zealand for many ye+ and have now largely replaced the : 
more traditiofial corrubated galvanised iron tanks! They are 
used mainly to store water for domestic and’dairy purposes 

‘1. i’ on the farm but they are also winning accep-~a~~~~-fs~-i~-~~~--------‘-‘-- 
ria,l liquid storage. The cost of the smaller tanks is comparable 
with that of tanks made’from other materials such as gal- 
vanised .iron; the cost per unit volume decreases rapidly”’ 
with increase in size. 
1’ iii 

. : ! Y 
Tank sizes \ 

!\ ’ T~s tanks are constructed in ‘Yarious sizes, with capacities , 
from 1 m3 to 25m3, d,iameters f(om 1-m to 3.6m, and heights , -’ 
from 1.3m to 2.9m. \ 

___----_ --------- Costs of constructing the var&us sized tanks are shown 
below. With specially Built ,form$ork and machine mortar 
mixers each tank takes from 2-5 man days to build. These 
costs have been obtained from an a L\ erage of manufacturers’ 

* 
\ prices and reflect the relatively- ‘hi h wage costs in New 
\ Zealand. 4 

\ : 

Design t 

i : ’ The water pressure in a tank full of water !b eherates stress&in ‘; 

\F 

I 
the tank that are difficult to calculate stru turally. The New 

\ 
\\ 

Zealand tanks have beendesigned to resist “h\ly hoo,p stress% . 

\ and a layer of woven netting is included as no 
\ f‘ 

inal reinforce- 

\ ment; this netting in ifact provides the only re’nforcement at 
the base of the wall where it .joins with the flo h r - the point 



b 
I 

2 , 

/ : 

is no evidence that cracks. develop under normal loads. The 

\ only causes of failure reported 4iave resulted ‘from damage 
during delivery. .a’ 0 

All of the tanksare’built pith an integral roof and a covered -, _ 
access he tc h . I ‘2 

4 Table 4: Sizes and cost of New Zealand tanks I 

Capacity Diameter Height Weight Price (1973) Cost/m3 . 

(m31p a fm) (m) (tonne) (SI NZ (%/m3Y 

0.9 1.20 1,30 
1.8 1.55 1.30 
2.7 1.85 1.30 
3~6 2.00 1.45 
4.5 2.00 : 1.95) 
9.0 2.90 1.95 

13.5 2.90 2.60. 
18.0 3.65 2.60. 

, 22.5 3.65 1 2.9ql 

0.25. '36.0 40.0 ' 
0.30 48.0 26..5,, 
0.45 5810 21.5 
0.80 73.0 20.5 ~- 
1.25 93.0 . 20.5 
2.10 170.9 19.0 
3.0 2'10.0 15.5 
4.00 ,250.O 13.8 

*5.00 -2 280.0 12.5 * 

Materials r&ded to make a 9m3 tank 

Cement . 740 kgm 
Sand 1 .OOm+? ) ;$ .j 

Plain wire 4.0mm dia.. 330m ’ 
Wire mesh Im wide roils 28m 
Weld mesh for slab 7m? -~ \ 

-These quantities are greater than those shown for a comparable tank p 
built by self help (Chapter 7). The tanks descAbed ‘in th.is chapter havk 

!I 

to be stronger than the self-help tanks to withstand the extra stresses 
a produced during transportation. i 

Construction fsee photos 3imd4) .! I !* * 
The tanks are constructed on special fabricated-steel form: ’ 1 : I; 
work which is quickly erected (see Fig.28,) or on to temporary - 
timber formwork. Usually the floor of the tank is cast first; 
this is reinforced with welded steel hesh ,made from 8mm . 
diameter rods at 20cm centres and given a thicknessvqkying 
from 6cm. for the small tanks to 1Ocm for the larger tanks. 

. Loops o’f 8mm steel are allowed to’ project froth the sides of- 
the base to allow for easy handling; this also reduces the ’ 
stresses that wi,H be set up in the tanks as they are being lifted 

1 
, ‘“& 6 

j!. :t i 69 1, 
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Photo 3 Construction details of commercial tanks (Niw Zealand). 

, 

E 
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3.1 The inside former, which 
provides the tank $hape, is usually 
a series of vertical planks suppor- 
ted by a steel frame. These will 
be sheathed in sheet steel before 

applying the plaster. 

3.2, *After applying the. ‘ii7itial 
plaster the reio forcing is placdd. +A, 
This Consists of a layer of n.&-ting~’ 
and a continuous spiral of wire. 
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Photo 4 Construction detailsof comm.e.rcial tanks (New Zealand) cont. ) 

b’, 

- --.... _ 
.. -.-- ..__..__ 

4.1 The reinforcing wire and 
mesh become embedded in the 

plastybuild-up. 

Ii 

I 

4.2 4 corner of a ferrocement maTfacturer’s yard. lhe white-pamted ! ! \,, 

tanks towards the left are complete and ready for delivery. The tanks 
on the right are at various stages of roof construction. The e(iiptical 
septic tanksin the foreground are also manufactured by the ferroce/nent 

technique. 
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Welded ,AJ 
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kig 28 Commercial tank formwork 
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or wincheq. Experience ove$ many years with these tanks 
.! 

indicat,es that the only faiIures)that have occur,red have been 
due? to rough handling during delivery. A strip of chicken 
wire IS also cast into the sides of the floor and is bent up into 
the walls (see Fig.29). 

” I . .I * 
Bend up mesh into wall ‘I 

Top ri>g mould 4 
Chicken mesh 

; > 

Steel floor .b.. 
m 

7 ,\‘) kf; 
k 

reinf,’ 1~ 
,/’ 

‘“s‘w ..__ ;*‘. 
.’ 

lf- ’ ‘Q,>’ ,’ 1 I qqy&‘/f,LLy 

.Ring moulds and reinforcement 
.~ 

Poured floor 
I 

Fig.29 Casting the base slab J 
?. ’ ‘* 

When the‘ floor slab has been cast th-e formwork is erected 
and -the chicken wire folded up against the shuttering. A layer 
of chicken wire or weld me.& made from Z-mm wire at 5cm 
centres is wrapped around the tank to.cover the shuttering . 
from top to$ottom (see Fig.30). - 

Cylindrical form ‘Hoop \;vic+ reinforcement . _._ 
6 . 

. 
‘I 

f 

\ 

---_ 
‘2 

* I , 
i o I 

Fig.30 Assembling the formwork and reinforcehent 
-I 

~ 

*The main, reinfqrcement, .hrnrn diameter’ straight wire, is, . I,-+- 
‘wrapped tightly -around’ the tank in a spiral with, a 5cm gap 
between the wires. Theoretically this gap bhb”i’d, be .&uch +I 
smal%r at the bottom of thetank than at the to’@*to tak&qThe., +- 
greater stresses, but in practice the soacing is left constant. . ‘. 

1 , , I f 
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This. prevents mistCakes during c80nstruction and Uoesnbt add 
appreciably to the total costs.. The same*spacing ,& often ~ 
used on all of the tanks, both small and large. 

1. 
1,; 

d& The fi.rst mortar layer (I:3 cement:sand by vol rme) is 
trowelled onto the tank lcm thick-and grven 24 h urs to 

\ 

-- -p 
harden. A second layer of mortar is then troweII,ed on and @ 
finished smooth with a plasterer’s float; this is also g ven 24 
hours to harden. 

The formwork is-now carefully stripped and removed from r 
inside. the tank and .a third layer of mortati>is trowelled on 
the inside to completely cover up the reinforcement. A thick 
unreinforced coving is added to strengthen the joint between 
the&va/ls and the floor of the tank. 

Finally, the roof -is built onto the tank by laying mortar 
onto shaped formwork which is propped from underneath. 
The roof is reinforced with two layers of wire mesh which is 
tied onto the mesh protruding- up from thewalls (see Fig.31 1. 

P&od 
.forms Q 

Props 

,\F 

; h 

I 

Form for roof 
2 -_( 

.*- 

; - 

, ’ 

% 
Fig.31 Constructing th.e roof ’ 

,., 

A prefabricated angle-iron frame is set into the wire mesh 
to provide formwbrk for an’access hatch’ into the finished .’ i 

P tank. This is removed after ithe mortar has set (ice Fig.32). . 
Mor& is trowelled on in a 3cm layer and allowed to cure 

: ’ for three days. When it is strong enough the roof and act ss 
,hatch formwork is &ripped< and a layer of mortar trowe led e : 
onto the underside of tJe tank roo,i) : - ‘~ c L 

The tank is $finally painted inside with a coat“of &men.*’ 
1 andwater s,furry, a, small volume of water ..is allowed to stand 

. in the bottom of the tank and the tank is covered and cuied 
‘<for at least seven ,days for the mortar to. harden properly. 

&I# ’ - 
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Concrete lid 

Opening hatch 
formwork 

.., Fig. 32 
d 

Pull angle iron form into 
tank when concrete has set 

Making the access hatch h 

. 

i * 

Transporting the tanks 
I 

tP 

T6e fxtory made tanks of less than 25m3 ca.pacit; are light a 
enough tti be carried by lorry. They are taken to the prepared 
site and Iorned directly to-the necessary pipePconnections; 
tanks of paiger capacity (greater than 25m3)’ are usually built 
on the site The smaller, lighter tanks are lifted onto and off- 
loaded it on1 a tr-uck with a truck mounted hoist. 

The ,I;jrger tat) ks are wr,nched onto t:he truck with a sling. 
Tlje flcst step IS to jack one edge of the tank .clear of the ’ 
ground The tr(rck IS then so positioned that a pair of steel 
runners resting on Its carrying platform can be placed under . . 

tile tank to form a ramp. A wire rope sling is fitted round the 
tank which IS then drawn up the ramp by a winch mounted 
on the truck. Steel otpes are used as rollers when moving the 
tank. /. . 

For unload&~, tt;e platform of the truck is raised slightly 
and the t,qk slides down, the ramp. The steel -pipes are,again ’ > 

iuse?$+$s~~x$$& and the downward /movement is controlled by 
the w~&Q~.~‘: .-. _ ,+ ‘1 :. 
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Chapter Eleven i(i 
Demonstration Tan’k Built without ’ ,’ 

Formwork: 6m3 Capacity, U.K. 1 - 

Thus tank was constructed for demonstration purposes in 
order to Investigate the feasibility of constructing a tank 
without any shutteringr The reinforcement form was built 
from welded mesh and ‘covered with two layers of chicken , 
wtre. Mortar was applied from the out_si.de and forced through 
the netttng to the inside: it would have been hefter to apply 

a thee mortar trom ,the. Inside, but this would h.ave made the 
constructron work more difficult as’ at.1 of the mortar would 
have had-to be lifted in through the roof. 

From Ihe experience gajned in this project we do not 
re~:ommend this metf7od of construction, although it is similar ? 
to the more conventional techniques of ferrocepent. ‘The. 
extra cost- of the welded and wovenmesh would have paid 

.I 
for a cheap shutter and, because of the thin gauge of weld 
mesh used, the mortar core was flexible and moved during 
plastermg causing the m0rta.r core to slump. The designhas 

3 been included because some of the features of construc,tipn 
are of srmrlar design to others. 

Tank size 

The tank was constructed &ith a diameter of 2m, ,a heigh t 

. of 21% and a wall thickness of 3cm. The capacity of the tank 
was 6.3m3 4 

I’ 
,. 

Design “9 

The tank was designed to be constructed without any,form- 
work; the preliminary calculations indicated that the maxi- 
mum loads that the tank would have to’ take would not 
overcome the strength of even unreinforced mortar. The’ , 
reinforcement was therefore included for ease of construe- . 

.I 



tion and to prevent, shrinkage during curing, rather than 
for strength s 

Construction (see ptfbtos 5.7 to 5.?,7) I. 

A crrcle of 3m diameter was marked on the. ground and 
cleared of topsoIl, the excavation was backfilled with a layer 
of, sand and~gravel. A peg was driven into the gravel through 
the centre of the foundation and a circle df 1 m radius traced 

’ out around the peg. This marked the outside. face of the .._. 
tank and a row of distised’bricks was placed to act as tern- 

> 
LLm 

porary formwork to.,Jhe” concrete floor. A layer of weld 
mesh was laid across the---circle and strips of chicken wire . . . . 
tred around the edges. The weld mesh and chicken mesh 

- were bent up, in a circle over the. inside edge of the bricks, 
and a layer of cardboard fixed ‘PO the inside, allowing the 
coving on‘the Inside of the tank to be built up. Alternatively, . ’ I 
the reinforcement may be topped by a second layer of bricks 
and hen{ up-at a later date when the floor slab hashardened 
(see Fig 33.1 

Centre line of tank 

i r/ 

Cardboard strip 

Chicken mesh 

Weld mesh 

fig.33 Making the base of the tank 

When the floor‘ slab had hafd”ened, a 3m high section of 
weid mesh was erected in the shape of a cylind&on the floor 
slab, the floor mesh .and flweld mesh was bent up and tied to 
thecylinder tith soft iron tie wire. Two layers of chicken L 
wire were then -wrapped around the weld mesh formwork 
and tied securely into place (see Fig.34). 

A mortar core wall of 1:3 (cementsand by volume) was 
then trowetled onto the reinforcement. One man stood out- 
side the tank and pushed a trowel full of mortar through the- 
reinforcement to a man2tanding on-the inside of the tank ‘5 
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Photo 5 Coristructing experimental tank on weld mesh frame (Ui). 

5.1 Note bricks, 
acting as tepp- 
orary form work 

5.2 Tread mortar 
in to corner. 

78 , , 

’ 5.3 Finished floor 
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5.4 Bend up rejnlorcement * 
.a 

5.5 Build up weld mesh for 

walls 

I 

1 

. 

4 , 5.6 Tie on ,chiqken wire 
;e 
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5.9 Formwopk for / 
roof. 

i 1 

5.10 Building up 
the roof. Note 

1 
\ 

$1 
i 

5.13 Finished tank “- “. I 
pain ted white. t 



Weld mesh frame ’ 
for wall 

Fig.34 Erecting the wall reinforcement 
4. 

sri:ci /h&hi’.) 

,111Ll. (:i!fiI,:!ri[ 
<i trowel. ThIs“process proved time consq+%ing ’ 

, &is during the trowelllng the reinforcement ten- 
:.ieci to 5i1,1he and move causing the mortar to slump’ down. 
This ~:c.~~tiiJ perhaps have been avoided, by’.tlslng one or i’hore 
e:x~rd layers of chicken mesh but at extra cost. Great care 
l,vas tskerl to make sure that the @ortar penetrated into the 
reir?iorc:ernent at the junctiun wi-th the floor slab. 

The tote wall was given a day to harden ‘and Icm’thick 
i a s of mortar were -trowelled onto both the inside and 
olltslde &ices of the tank. The tank walls ti,&e given a wee$& 
to cure \Inder a cover of black plastic sheeting. 

The roof was next constructed by ben‘dlng down the weld , ” 
- mesh and fastening on top of this a series t,f sections to form 

a coie with a 30cm diameter hole in the ce’;itre. Chicken wire 
was ‘attached, shuttefing was propped up from beneath and 
rhe roof was cast in mortar (see Fig.35). 

After several days, the shuttering was stripped out and the 
r 

inside of the tank given a ‘wash of thick cement slurry. The 
tank was again allowed to cure for a week un’der cover ,and 
the out&e of the tank painted white. ‘1 _-,’ 
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Tie on chicken mesh Bend down weld mesh 
i 

Fig.35 Making the roof 

hutter 

Materials required for construction 

Cement 400 kgr 

Weld mesh, 15cm mesh, 
4 

diameter, Brn-x 2m she 2 No. 

Woven mesh, 2cm openings, Im 

high rolls 30m Ion,; 1 No. 

Sand‘ 1 .0m3 

and plylhiood for roof 
.k 

\ 

f ’ 
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Chapter Twelve 

Tradit’iona’l Adobe Granary Bins, 7 

‘7 . 
1 
? 

Ferrocement Lined, Converted . ‘-. i 
to Wate+Tanks: 10m3 Capacity, Mali Y .r 4 

r 

The Dogon people of ‘Mali, ltving in the Sahelian drought 
. 

. zone with a rainfall of only about 40cm per year, suffer c. 
greatly from wfter shortages “durin’g the dry season. The 

’ method of storing water described in this chapter has devised 
to ‘provide a cheap tank for water collected from!.. the flat 
rsofs of the houses. Rain is of such importance to the Dogon 
people that they have built many myths and customs around 3 
the comrng’of the rainy season., The water tanks, which con-’ 
sist of traditional grain bins, lir?ed~+$h a‘thin layer of rein- 
forced mortar, are readily acceptable to the users and fit 

-well into their social and cultural visions~of life. The bins 
already exist outside each group of houses and can be ada,p- ~ j 
ted w,/th the minimum of work a?d skills on the part of the 
users (see F ig.36) .~ * 

84 

Fig.36 Rain.water tank outside houses,vMali 
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I Design 
The tanks Lire IJCIII~ In a way that could not be simpler, con- 
srsting of trad.lrIonal grain bins lined with a layer of chicken 
wire and mortar The cylindrical adobe walls ‘provide the 
forrmwor k which supports the mortar, and if covered at the 

I * 
top with plastic sheeting allow the mortar to cure safely. 

I ’ 
The bottom of the tank is built up into a basin shape ustig 

1 

a soil-cement mix, this avoids corners in the tank and reduces 
the risks of crackiny under loa@. The single ltm thick layer 

_ .of mortar LZ/III snot support the weight of water in a full tank rJw-yLFp~u--.- 
on its ovvn but most of the load will be taken by the thick . 
adobe walling w’hich is reinforced with grass fibres. The tanks ’ 
are abolut 2.4 metres high and 2.6 metres in diametei. The 

l 

roof is flat with a removable dome for access; this prevents 
rilbblsh from falling into the tank and cuts down evaporation 
I asses i m 

There WIII be ditficulties when the adobe walling which 
prrovlcies a permanent support begins to erode in the rain. If 
the users do not keep this in good repair the tank is likely ta 
crack and leak. 

Construction (see ,yhotos 6 and 7)’ F 
If (1 new storage tank is to be built (he site must be cleared+ 
and an adobe bin built up in the traditional way. The bottom 
of, t.he bin is rounded into a basin shape using a soil-cement 
mixture (apout 1 : 10 cement:soil by volume) and the chicken 
mesh stapled around the inside of the bin. Cement mar-tar 
of 1 .3 mix- (cement:sand by volume) is trowelled on by hand 
In a sIrlyle layer lcm or so thick over the walls and floor. A 
small amount of water is stood in a bucketat the bottom of 
the tank to keep the air mo$[and #-re top of the tank covered-. 
with a layer of elastic sheeting. This effectively seals the 
tank and allows the mortar to cure. 

Converting an existing granary into-a water tank follows , 
exactly the same procedure. 

The roof of the tank is built i? the traditional-way ,by 
constructing a timber frame laid flat over the top of the tank, 
covering this with branches, then building up a layer of I 
adobe. The tradItIonal access through .a rem&able thatch lid.,.. 
IS replqzed by a permanent adobe cover. 
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Photo 6 Ferrocemen t-line d adobe granaiy bin un defi5cconstruction. 
Mali .- 
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photo 7 Building ad&e tank, lined with ferrocement. Mali 

7.1 Building the adobe watling _ 
: 
\ ._ 

, 

7.2 Outsjde view 
h.!: 

8’7 - 



T.3 Lining tank with chicken mesh and mot-tar . 

,7.4 Lined tank 
1 j I’ 

. 

.I’ \ I 
_~. ---- 



7.5 Building the roof P-- 
; 

. . 

7.6 Building the roof; bottom rigb t 

a 1 :ir 
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\ he roof to improved by‘ _L ’ 
repl’gcing this type 
cret&,with $ lid 

a slab oi reinforced con- ___~_ 

‘, “I 

Adobe ;orne- 
Access hatch for water users 

Ferl -0cement 

Inflowing wa 

Adobe wallil 

Soil-cement 

/ 

’ \ % *_ . ;. 
ReInforced concret’?‘$lab ’ 
cast on timbers 

Cut out timber 

ter 

~- 

‘9 

Ferrocement dome-cast . 
on ground apd lifted into 

c place 

3 

REINFORCED CONCRETE 1360~ \ ‘FERROCEMENT DOME ROOF 

Fig.37 Ferrocement-lined adobe tanks- --- ---_ . . 
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Alter-natrvelv, the roof ma-j be built.from a ferrocement 
c.ji~r:?e re;nior~e/;i j,\lith strdight’wrre. This may be built on the 
Cjf Ot!llci [III (+ Samuel moulcl built up from earth and covered 
\ijlli-‘; (j ('ji:i';llc <‘li;t?; >L !/ I , or i-irr-ect$y on to the tank over temporary .< 
for i~~‘LVi~I’k i..,t:rit ir:~:~: timber and sticks. ’ 

The ~~)mes rare (-1 naturally strong shape’rdeally suited for 
ft?l CcJi.‘i?r?:?n I i’ 7 

’ blCiter IS ti:kt?n irf3n-i these tanks, from a hole In the roof ‘\ i 

(sc?e Phiiri? 8) TI:Is obirges the users to climb up for water 
~wh!cl~ w II C~LYILI:~I~~ rationing, but is likely to Increase the 
I ask ot ,~~~~.‘i~jt~rltdI iontamrnation. For a newly constructed 
tank :he more us~ual pope may be bui-It into the floor with a 
tap or1 the oiltside, iunless the users ,are careful, however the . _ i 
lap7 i?ldj/ bt? Ieii f!li IntncJ and the water in the tank will then 
i-1 ~ L-P \;:/;js[(g , I 

i 

,I_ I 

Materials required (for a 13m3 capacity Lank) , 

Cement 450 h‘ 
Sand 0.7m3 

Chlcken mesh lm wide 15m I 

Polythene sheeting - 5m2 I 

Photo.8 lJsi;g the tanks 

8.1 Lifting cover’off tank 8.2 Lifting w&er o,ut of tack 
i .a .9i / ‘2 , q, I $;-’ I, 
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Chapter Thirteeti 
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Roofed Tank ‘wi ma&shift 
Formwo.rk:’ 401-r? Capacity,, Rhodesia r 3. 1 l 1 

I 

These tanks ihave be n deveioped,for const.ruction in rural q k 
areas and th_eir main feature 

P 

is ,)h.e use of cheap plywood, 
3 

sheet iron, or even oven stick formwork. The sheets are ~ 
he’ld in place by vert’cal angle iroh sections’set into the foun- 
dations to make a ci cle. The reinforcing wires are tied,, to the 

1 
outside of the angle iron sections which are embedded into. ,’ 
the wall structure du,-ingAplaste,ring (see Photo 9). I 

The tanks are bu/ilt with a diameter of 5m and a depth 
of ?m. They hold,,4/Im3 of water. The final “alI thickness is 
approximately, 5cm built up from a I:3 

*, volume) m&tar. 
I 

(cen$nt:sand by 
,/ 
’ - r 

tape measure to the ,centre peg, tracing out a 



Photo 9 Roofed tank, Rhodesia .a 

9.1 Marking out and excavating 9.3 Tying on reinforcing wire 
foundations -5 

- ” ,s ‘5 I, 
h _j. .’ :,-. -.j- ; 6 .1 iii i , ’ .: t ‘-i .‘. . 

. . ** .+ ‘-* *, ^ <- 27 

9.2 backfilling foundations with concrete 
bnd placing angle iron 



5 

9.4 Mixing the .+ 
mortar. 

9.5 Laying on the 
1 T&r-tar. 

9.6 Making the 
roof. 

c 

* 

.I ‘; ,kj 

J I 

. 
, 

;.- . 
‘. 
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‘9.7 Curing walls , 

,.’ 

, 

c 

918 iLnish.ed tank 
w?th inlet, 

--.. . 
I 

9.9 Catchment area 
for tank with wire 
fence. 



4 radius of 2.5m on the ground. A tr__acL p $, 3’Ocm is. d@., 
A SI~IIIZI~ trench for any pipework is also Excavated and’ the ,. 
pipework jnstalled. 

A concrete mix of 1 :2X.5 (by volume). is then placed in ,. 
ali fo(lndations; it should be well compac;ed for maximum__-_-- 

’ dens1 ty and finished off with a level surface,. __ -~__-_-~------l--~---~--~ 
Twenty four lengths of 2.3m long-angle iron, 30 x 30 x 4mm 

secrlons i~re cast into, the wet.founclation concrete at 65cm 
. [:entres to a depth of 30cm. These must be placed truly ver- 

tical and supported whilst the concrete sets as they will 
.determine the shape of the tank; the concrete should be -. 

’ given several days to harden before the walls are constructed. 
‘Straight’ galvanised steel wire, 4mm diameter, is now ,I 

wrapped around the ring of verti’cat angle iron supports, 9 
; s’ 

starring from the bottom at 5cm spacings. At each angle 
Iron each strand of wire is tied with soft .iron wire. Three 
extra strands are wrapped around the top of the tank. *’ i, r 

The formwork to make the tanks consistsof sheets of thin 
,pIywood or’ flat galvanised iron sheeting: When the reinforc- 
Iny w’ire has been attached up the full height of the ta 
formwork sheetrng is fasten& inside the ring of ang 
supports, anti tied to them with soft iron wire. Th 
are now ready to be plastered. 

A mortar layer is trowelled lcm thick. onto the outside 
of the tank, given 24 hours to harden and a second coat 
applred and finished with a plasterers’ steel float. 

Some tank builders, who have limited quantities of form- 
work sheeting, use one or two sheets only and plaster the 
tank walls tn sections with complete success. In -this case the 
sheeting is ,left in place until the mortar hashardened and is 
strong enough to stand up on its own. The formwork is then 

rom the tank and moved to an adjacent panel. A 0 
t recommend this economy, however! as complete 
If supportin shuttering make construction very 

much simpler. 
‘The formwork is finally stripped from the inside of the 

tank and a third mortar layer lcm thick is applied to the 
inside of the tank’. Finally, a fourth mortar layer is trowelled 
onto the inside of the tank and the tank is covered and ii,_ ; 
allowed to cure. ’ 

. .- 
* 
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The roof ._ 
Ii <i !-t.;g i / *; f i J ! _I t: :,< / 111 t cover the tank,, it is given a 50cm dia- 
!l?P itit :I( t.cs< !l,itc h 

1 i’t> / ijiji 
.it the centre to allow access for cleanin‘g. 

I~:!!I ir?r~ i:r:-Gnt consiSts of steel rods, 8mm in dia- d 

:r?i?~ir b- ‘.,‘?,/, 111 ~1) ,jf t: ;,‘-“‘ 
i 

mrLtxl dt 32.5cm centres around the top of 
ihe Lillk, f 

I 
L~~~.~~r;~! C~it~rrl;~te rods which at-e either 3m lqng and 

f&tt’i?Ci i- IL I 1 /ii’ <j!iclie Iron in the walls, or 2m long .and ‘S 
:<;Slp,pri !(; [\JP i\ “- (~,q-j wire, before the walls are.pIastered..Jhe 
&I? f.10 :tlP C~~\~)/c: IIOI~ supports are be’nt down to form a 
‘.:riliq/Cl,\, [j‘ Ieil II& I temporarily to a prop erected in the centre 
t> t t ! It? ~,ir~k, ti115 u.,~lI leave an opening for the access hatch. 
Thp sh~.)rt~,++!ij at~xheci to- the hoop wires stop short of 0 
ii;+ ,_(‘r; tr6 S:i[;c!i!l T 4mm?I~a.meter wire is wound in a spiral 
1 j ‘“1 y I :ilt: (c)p -,i i!lti,tanSk 6t 1 Ocm spacings and ,tied to each :i 
f,iiI;:~! 1;~.ii~ii)ll’t‘-r7?-3ni r;cid WI th soft iron tie wire. 

(j/l& i;f’I I/;‘,[? (-)i ttie reinforcem&t IS often left loose to 
i i t ! ( I ‘, 1, i 1 ‘1 6,. 2 L) i 1 @i:, r iorcllwork of the walls to be ‘lifted o;t. At ’ 
l!-H:, ‘;Til:;ij, ii],: ~.vt~lIs (‘ore ready to be plastered (seelFig.38). 

9 

;. 
t 

Smm tilanleter . 
Roof opening .- 

f 
3mm long I;~~,.~-G--- 12. 

8my’diameter # ._ 

,- 2m,Jong rod _ 

,7----J 

aMaShed to 
*. ,,tiL.op wire 

4mm hoop wlr-e -,/i 

1 

, -.,i ,@Lf 
! i Hoop wire with .,:4’ 

‘. 
angle iron- removed 

.’ 

-- - 
II 

I-J 

- ----- --_..-. _ .‘- 
: a I5 

. ,; SECTION THR6UGt-i TdN 

‘-. 
Fig.38 Build&‘rhe roof s- ’ 

Pias~er ~r-ic~ the I oat IS carried o;t. after 

0 
p1;isterec.l in stages starting at thelsides of zth 
IS tnsuffa~~lent sheet formwork). The sheets are 
from below hard against the reinforcement acid a 3ct-p lay& 
of mqr.tar trowelled onto the top.. When this has ha’rdened 
after 2 or 3 days,‘ the sheet is stripped and moved to an _ 
ad]acenL, unplastered part o? the roof. Th-is is pl”astered in ., 

i . 97 , 
.I 



~~~~j.,./...,.,.j.,.j.,.,.L.,. ,.) ,...,.,., 
Attei’~~~.‘r‘o;of’~~s’b~en completed the floor of the tenk is -_ 

laid with a 7cm thick reinforced concrete layer. This part of 
the work can be carried out befpre the roof and walls are 

, 
constructed i; the way described iQ Chapter 8; alternativel,y, 
an adcess hatch at the edge of the rdof may be unplastered I’ 
through which the concrete can be lowered.. 1t 

7. * 

Materials needed for construction ‘*’ 
* ‘:1. 

;,\,; - I 

Cement 2010 kg ‘\ . 

Angle iron 30 x 30 x 4mm, ‘I 

24 No. @ 2.3m long 55m I 

Straigh‘t wire 4mm diameter 900m 

8mm diameter ‘reinforcing rod, 

24 at 3m long, 24 at 2m long 120m or 75 kg 
// 

1’ 1’ 
,‘I . ^ 

‘I- 

I 

\ 

,’ 

I 
.z 
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Chapter Fourteen 
-=YyyZY i <. ._ _ -. ‘1. c _ ; J..,, 

Tiw 

1 +-zg. %’ ‘i - .-- \ 

Op’en Tank with Makeshift For. ’ o’?k: 
15Qm3 Cap&zity, U.S.A. $ 

. . 
. 

3 

’ Thesp tanks have been built for over 20 years by farmers in ‘, 7” 
Arizona, U.S.A., to provide cheap’ and durabIe.water storage . .’ 
for their cattle. They are built by one man in 90-100 hours of+ . ; 
work, using powered mixing equipment and a pick-up,truck 

a to collect the aggregate. The tank is reinforced by two layers’ 
of weld mesh covered jnside and outside with wovendIchicken 
wire. Metal sheets are wired to the outside of the stiff hal.1 of . 
rerniorcement to proviide a$mpoiary back-up form as the 
mortar is plastered on from the inside. This. method off tank 

s 

bulLdIng is relatively expensive due to the cost of the mesh 1 
rernforcement. The tanks are used”;mainIy for watei storage 0 
for cattle and are usual,ly filled from wind powered pumps ‘~ a ’ 
(see Ptioto 10). . 

The tanks are built with various capacities, from-20-1’50m3 
with diameters from 2.5 to 10 metres and a depth of 2m. The 
one described in this section has a capcity of 150m? 4 - _ -_-_ - - ------- -.,* \ _ . 
Design . 

The tanks have been designed as conve&ional’.‘reinforced con- 
crete and the;LhJLken wire is _assu *.-&.- - fa&+-&w w -Laj -42 cQJ? & ‘.-..c trjbute little.- .; ’ 
towa:ids the strength .oT:G%nk? The’maximum size .of tank ~ 
that will standup without cracking has been calcula’ted to be ’ 
1 Or6 diameterand several ta-nks of this size/have been used in 

-<, 

the arid Arizona climate without fracturing. The tanks are 
constructed with th.e floor and the, walls joined joined’ to- , 

gether without reinforcement at the joint; ex@rience has ’ 
shown that the joint does not crack and allow l,eakage. The : ‘, I 
floor is unreinforced. The tanks are.:fo&ed so that, inlet to _-~~~~ _ --.-. -. 
the tank fills the tank by gravity; when the tank is full water 
overflows back into the well beneath the windmill. b . ’ t) 

‘I 
i 

gg’ .IP ‘_ 



Photo 10 Build&:!ihe tanks, USA. 

10.1 Cheap shutteriRg frbm flattened oildrurbs , 
0 1 

Y 

10.2 Applying mortar from inside the tank 
+ 

I 

. 



10.3 Removing shuttering 

. 

lQ.4 Tank with cattle watering trough 

P ,_. 101 



lOi5 Water dumping into tank 

a 



The site dm is cleared of surface vegetation and the line of 
the iarlk walls IS marked out on the gr6uncl with a 5171 radius 
from the centre peg. 

The rolls of weid mesh’ for the 2m hIg4 insideGnd outside 
layers frorn 5mm steel wire, are unrolled dn the ground and 
jotned 10 ~IVP the desired length of 31,5m.~he outside layer 
IS folded down SOcm at the top and the inside hoop i9 folded 
up 4Ocm. 

The mesh Idyers are re-rolled, ca;ried to the tank ,site, ’ 
opened tip dnd/tted together to form a wall of double layered - - 
mesih on the marked’out circle Isee Fig.39). The mesh is held 

&$A 

Chicken wire 

9 
WALL SECTION ’ 

Fig.39 Construction of 150m3 tank, USA 

to the ground ,by 30cm long 8mm steel rodstaples bent 
through ,the r-r~eshand.hammered-Lnto.t-he~‘grdond..T~ech~cken“~~“‘~ 

_._.. 

mesh is added next with a layer on the inslde’and outside of 
the tank, this IS fastened securely in place with soft irdn tie 
wire. Care Is..‘ta’ken that the overlaps to the weld mesh are 
SLXJGJY~~& the extra !thickness at the over&p makes con- 
st;uctlon very difficult. The chicken wire and weld mesh are 
tied together: beglnning at one end of the mesh and’continuing 

._ to tt$ o’ther- end-;--this prevents-thehire mHFR-e-TeepCF)g------LL--- 
during tying and causing bulges. 

,When these tanks are used primarily for stock watering 
/ the outlet pipe is pivoted to allow the pipe to be’adjusted - 

to the required depth below water level. If the water control 
float on the cattle trough fails then only a small fg-action of , . 
the water in the tanks js lost. With .the pip&w&k fixed- ifi 
position the concreting San begin. 

n 103 :' 
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Mortar-m,add from 0.2: 1 .3 (Iime:cement:sand by volume) . ’ 
s b:rlli !~p arqund the base of the wall reinforcement an-d 

allovveci tc, harden. The hydrated lime is added to the cement 
t0 ifTtI-,r’OVf? tile workability of the mortar. Metal sheets 1 m 
\wii.ie a:? fastened around the outside of the reinforcing cage, 
to pro~cie a back-up when the mortar is plastered on from I 
the Inside A hole IS made through one of the sheets and the 
~.:l:~cken ‘VVIT~ cut away to allow mortar to be poure*d through :i .m 
TC-J 1113 Inside ~.,f the tank. This panel is the last to be corn- ; L 
pietw A mot tar layer 2ct-n thick IS then trowelled on and 
pu<hed through the reinforcement to the back-up steel 
sheets, the chicken mesh holds this thick-layer onm the 
shiltter &thout slupprng. 

. 
ln~r~ecitate~y after the core ‘wall has stiffened (about 

ii-1 2 ho~irs, ~dependrng on the climate), the sheets are stripped 
ir ijll? the ii~t: of the tank and fastened to the top section 
\.::h!i:/? 15 +qa~rn plastered from the Inside. 

The mc-;I tdr ,‘core’ wall IS covered wi?h black plastic or wet 
s;ick~~nq as soon ds It has been plastered to reduce water evapor- 
d.tlij:l lCiirlfl:] c!irrng. After rnrtral hardening the m~Yheeting ~ 

c- 1s itr rpqei, ,~r:fl lcm iayers of mortar are applied to the inside, 
and rhe i)- 1its111ie of the tank to give a ftnal wall thrckness ..of ‘/ 
6.5crn If ,ti;le core wall has dried out it is splashed with wate’r 
before~~plasJ.er IIICJ. 

. 1 . . . . . . _. . . ..*‘.The”ldnk floor 13 cokered with a 1 .2:4.(cement:sand:gravei 
by V~!/!rme! concrete to a depth of 10cm. The base of the 
vdi on the Instde and the outsrde is finally built up to a thick 
ilnrelrliorc:ecl-i:ovlng, the mixer shute hole is patched up, and 
the tank IS’ given 7 clays to cure under wet, sacking or black 
plXilC 

Materials needed for 1 50m3 tank 

Walls: Cement 2304’)kg ” 
Lime 456 kg 
Sand 5m3 
Weld mesh, 2m high 62m 
Woven mesh, 2m high 62m 

Floor: Cement 1850kg 
Sand’ - 

.._ _--..- 2e6m3 ~~ ~.-L ..,_ ..-. __.__ 

c Gravel ’ 5.1 til3 
Asphaltspaint F 45 litres r v *; i 

104 a ? 
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In this design, the inside of the tank i-s pa?-ted~with-a-layer - t ----’ 
of blackemulsified asphalt paint to reduce, the risks of leakage . I 

. 
through fm’e craclks. 

.: 
- 7 .w 
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Chapter Fifteen 

Calculated Stresses 

- ., . A--.-- I.c 

ThirpWalled Cylindrical Water Tanks 

Summit-y I 

The d&lgn calculations presented in this chapter have’been 
prepared from an idealisea conception of a thin walled tank 
which does not occur in, practice. However, they have been 
included to allow a tentative assessment to be given of the 
Str-ength of rthe tanks and their safety margin against failure. 

The ca~c%‘l’ations show that the greatest area of stress for 
ali %f~~the:~tailks occurs across a horizontal plane on the inside 
face of the tank at the junction of the wall and the_floor, 
which in the larger tanks exceeds the maximum pq.qissible 
tensile stress for cement mortar. This stress is grehter, than 

b,. 

U’ the stress thatf has to be resisted by the hoop reinforcing 
wiSe. Most of the construction designs described in Part ‘3 
haye only minimal reinforcement in a vertical direction and 
this is a major design weakness.. r I .- _ .- 

Design assumptions for calculations 

i. The tanks are assumed to be made of a/uniform, homo- 
genous, elastic materia,l, with an elas.ic modulus the 

5 same in both horizontal and vertical.cGri ctions. Poissons, I 
ratio for reinforced mortar is taken to be z&To. 

ii. The tanks have a cylindrical wall with a flat floor; the 11 
W&J <, s and the floor are composite, and the dw.-s&%es 
are assum-ed to be, low e~.~~ugh,,to prevent a plastic%inge - 
de&loping at the inside d6rner of-the wall: no ac.coint 
has been taken of creep;which would relieve some stress 

/, __, 
, 

in the mortar. 
* 

0 iii. The liquid in the tank is water and ,fi-lls the tanks to the , ,_ ‘. ,’ ;;y 
,_A’. top of the walls. 

iv. All calculations have been taken lfrom the publikation, -- .~ F 
* 106 
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the dimensionless term (Hx-RT-“) arebeyond the range 
shown by Manning:- 

where: H = tank height ‘. 

$? ! 

v. The 
been 

R = tank radius 
T = wall thickness 4 

dimensions and wall thicknesses of the tanks havBe 
chosen to be representative of the tanks described 

In Part 2. 
- 

.’ _-. 

Table 5 Calculated stresses in thin walled, cylindrical tanks, 

Tank Wall Maximum 
Position of Max. bending Scear 

dia. thickness 
Capacity 

hoop stress. 
max. hoo# stress on streti at 

s tresb inside face -. base ~ 

cm m3 
::. 

m N/mm? 

( 

h N/mm2 N/mm2 

H 
*I 

2.50 3.0 . 9.0 0.73 0.20 1 .32 0.09 ,, 

5.0 3.0 40.0 1.26 0.24 2.34 0.16 
5.0 5.0 40.0” 0.65 0.29 1.42 0.11 

10.0 6.5 150.0 0.88 0.42 2.d6 0.13 

!2 20.0 8.0 630.0 0.86 0.55 2.26 0.13 

Symbols: H = tank height (= 2.0m) ’ 
R = tank radius m 

4 

T:= wall thickness cm. I 

h = distance from base 

Comm’ents: In all cases, the maximum tensile stress ‘occurs on the inside face at 
the junction of the wall and the base and is over double the maximum hoop stress. 

The calculated stresses in both horizontal and vertical directions are low for < 

the tanks less than 10m djameter, a.nd the mortar may be expected to withstand . 
thjs load without cracking. The. 10m and 20m diameter tanks develop Ltensile ” 

stresses at the base greater than that normally allowed for concrete and the 
addition of vertical wire reinforcement here will probably make a major improve- 
ment-to the design. 

\ .\ 

_,.- e& --_ The shear stresses at .the baseof the walls’ are low and present no difficulties j --- _. 
rn design. 

-- ‘\. -__ \ 

> ‘1 ‘\ 

Most” of the tanks described in Part 2 have hoop wire rein- 
forcement with a layer of wire mesh on the inside face of the 
tanks to aid construction and prevent shrinkage cracking. The 
condition of equal elastic modulus in a horizontal and vertfcal 
direction wi!l therefore not occur in these cases,-althoughlthe * 



; . 

wire mesh will contributesubstantially to withstanding the-‘q 
load stresses on the inside face of the tank. What is like&to ’ 
happen here is the development of a plastic hinge on the .. 
inside face of the tank at the posiRion .of maximum stress, * --~Y1 
i.e. at the’,base; the wall will then deflect outward and throw 
a greater I,oad onto the hoop steal. The cracks developed :at 

I the plastic hinge, if they open wide enough, could allow 
water to ‘reach the reinforcing wtre and cause’dorrosionl This 
would lead to the eventual failure -of the tanks although the d - I 
$acks can be repaired s!imply bp”painting the joint with bitu- -” 

1. ./ 
men. A large numbers;f-these tanks have already been dbuilt - 
and used succe~&y for over 25 years and< t.his potentia.1 

~-.--:----,--...CC~inqdbe~~ot seem to be critical in practice. ,, ,- __ --.--_- --I.-._-_ 
-- I I I 

< 

i 
r 
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Chapter Sixteen 4-w 

Catching and Using ’ \ 
Rainwater from the Roof .x . .._! 

The amount of rain that falls’andm$y be caught on a suitable 
roof dependson the climate of the area. Rainfall amounts 
and hence catchment water, will vary between seasons and 
years, and rainfall records will allow only a very approximate 
estimate to be made of the possible quantities of water that 
will be available from the roof. Deciding whether or not a 
catchment tank is worthwhile, and! if so, its optimum size IS 

‘therefore largely a matter- of local judgement and experience, 
esp.eclally where there are other water sources that could- be 
developed. A trial tank built ‘for a typic,al house.in an area 
wip grve a useful Indication of the practicality of a-more 
extensive tank construction programme and will also en- 
courage the local people’s interest. The following steps have 
been tncluded III this chapter to imdicate and illustrate the 
various factors *that affect tank’size and use; they will give 

j 

only a rough guide to the size 07 tank needed. 

.a. Rainfall, poteqtial run-o’ff fr6m the r;o f 
The rain thav. falls on the roof runs off’into a gutter and is 

led Into a storage tank (see Fig.40). As .lmm rainfall ‘gives’ 
1 l/m2 of .horizontaI surface, therefore,totaI run off = R x A 
Iltres, wh.ere A = Plan area of roof (m2) and R ,= Rainfall 
‘(mm). . I 

Example 
/ 

Rainf_ll =.50mm- ” 
I 

-3 . 
. 41?:, ___.( -- 7. _~_____ 

‘73 - Hu’f--0tfM r 
i *’ Roof plan are! 

ot =-54 
= 30m2 i P 

Total run-off from roof = 30 x 50 = 15001 
I .‘ ‘-’ 

! 
,,I,. 

6. Potential supply morith,by month 5 , 
The rainfall is caught off:fhe roof; it drains off ;hrougi the .N . 

’ guttering and is stored in the tank. As-the-run-of-f-is fFlling the ---- ---* 



. 

, 

Rain falls through 
plan area A - , 

/” Rainfall R 

L -1 

3 

; 
I 

/ 
/ 

/ -1 / 
/ I 

‘tank water is, also being taken ut for use. The size of the 
pr,ovide enough Gorage, if s 

eriods. In order to find the 
cumulative run-off from the month by month ,over the 
year, we assume at first th e water in. the tank is not 
being used (see Fig.41 ). 

c. Rate at which va tet; can d from the tank r 
The amount of water u h day wil I vary considerably 

te or ration the water, but a 

source during dry -periods. 
for,use at the same 

-,... --. :.. ,._ :A’.,-., l_-.--___ll-ll 

steady rate of water usage can be determined by plotting the 
cumulative run-off from Fig.41, by drawing in a line repre- ~ 
senting cumulative water use touching the first curve at only .I 
one>, poi I t, allowing the storage volume a&j the potential n 
daily yield to be measured. 16 Fig.42, it has been assumedYi $ 
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Fig. 4 1 Water available from roof . 

Ralnfallimonth (mm) 
Dry Season ’ 

* r 

i. Plot average monthly. rainfall 
figures (Rmm) from all available 

records., 
. .s . 

Total runoff/month (1) 

I 
. 

ii. Calculate run-off for each 
month (= R x A) litres. 

< 

Total r,unoff ad$ed ? 
cumulatively 
* 

I ’ 

. --.-----. 

iii. Add monthly figures cumu- 
la tively (litres).. 



1 / 

‘, 4 .’ 

.,. 
,- 4 

umulativb water use 

Time -+- 

1. Fig. 42 Estima tihg tank’si e 
P <.. f / 

that the tank is filled up to capacity only once during the year. 
In the real world the climate is unlikely to be uniform * 

enough td‘allow these steps to give more than a rough indica-, 
tion of’ tank size.‘In very dry a&as, the rot?? will usually be- 

‘tpo small to catch the volume of $‘ater needed for the whole- 
-year,, but even in this case the stored water may sfil’l provide 

:- a useful, uncontaminated and 
“5 at least part of the year. 

. 

‘-, 

ccirntr~~lable, water source for I 

c 

-.I 
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Chapter Seventeen 

I, Sources of Further lnforrriation . 
1 

L 

Contacts ’ * 

Intermediate Technology Development Group, 
LI 

9 King Street, 
- . 

’ , 
Covent Garden, k - . 

London WC2, s 
United Kingdom 0 . a \ 

-ITDG’s Fer’rocement Panel members are able to answer 
queries about the use of ferrocement in water storage applic’ . 
ations. more detailed enquiries should be directed to the 
relevant,Sources_su.oted below. 

P P * 
. - 1 

‘. I Friends Rural Training Centre, ‘, 
w 

.- : ‘, , 
I 

P.O. Box 708, :i .I m L 
Bulawayo”, 

> <- i 

R hbdesia ‘.i \ 

The founder of this centre for rural artisans, R$y He&on, a ’ 
has been. making the selflhelp tanks described in Chapter 7 ~~ 
for ,maqy y-ears. I ‘~ i 

.,+ I . 
PI, I -, - ’ se_ __...__ ^_ ..:. ~_._.l~l.r,.l., ._.. _‘........-._. ;.~~~.-.-.~,.Z~_ 

a 4 
Co-operative Extension Services & Agricultural 

Experimental Station, - , - , “’ 
. . 

r 
College of Agriculture_, 1 ‘- ’ ,%. 

s 

The University of Arizona, - . l _ 
Tucson, ’ ’ r 1.4 _~ - ---- . 

Arjzona, 
. ‘, ; i * I. s. ‘, c 

d U.S.A. 7 
The tank described ii Chapter 14 was‘devised by thi,s 

. - 
,,, 

7.. 1 
‘: 
.- Extension Service for St&k fa’rmers. 

advice. ’ I 2 
. .’ . . -> 4 

I 

They provide helpful P’ ‘. : .’ 
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Ian Crayford, ’ 1 a 1 
Honiara Marina and Shipyard Company, . 

P.O. Box 144, -1 0. ‘.,\ c 
Hpniara, 
Solomon ‘I’slands 4 L\ 9 

This company has had wide experience in ferrocement --‘\, 
boat building and is turning its attention to,,,the use of ferro- :, 
cementin waterpipe and water tank construction. v. ’ I i’ I 1 
Dr G.L. Bowen, L, ’ 

Senior Lecturer in Civil Engineering, 1 \ 
University of Aukland, 

.-. .I * 

School of Engineering, >‘. 9 f; 
Private Bay, 

:, .q I . . h ’ 
Au kl-and’, ::i- 

= ,. 

New Zealand . J ” 
Dr Bowen i le to answer enquiries’on behalf&of the New> ! : 

Zealand Ferry arine Association. He will be able to . 
di,rect any enquiri@ the tanksdescribed in ‘Chapter 10 to 1, 
the relevant so P%{*, - 

,, ,l. 
f , 

>s~;f;v’ .A 
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i : 
. . 

Cement and Concrete Association, . 
k! \ 

- 3’ ;I 3 1 . . : 

Wex ham Springs, .*, e ;.a 
a b ‘1 * 

Slough, 
I ’ 5%. . 

Bucks . -1 
i/ c 3 
;; ,, 

The C & CA published many ‘man on the job“ leaflets on c 
. ” 

concrete and concrete use, much of which is r&&ant to3 ferro- . I 
cement applications. These basic instruction aflets are of 
great. use in ‘training prog!ammes. 

3 
4 : 

‘- --- ~~-~_. - .._ ., 
H ow~rdI-F-&, , -.----- _ 

School of Architecture, 

. . 

H’ull Regional College of Art, ~\ 
‘4 ’ s ,’ z 

Brunswick Avenue, y /’ 
Kingston-upon-Hull, 

d .: I 
$ 1 *I 

HU29BT ’ / :I’ a . I’. , ,.,’ / A 
United Kingdo,m 

’ = - * 
Howard Liddel has been directing a rese8rch project with $, 1 - 

his students on the possibilities of provid’ing water supplies :‘T 6 
from the house roof.’ His department. is carrying out field ’ 
studies on roof catchment water supplies. 

” A _. 
. . 
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E.A.J. Cane&a, 

. 
--J 

c/o Public Works Department,. I 
23 John Mackintosh Square, 

f%$ 

*‘Gibraltar 
; & ’ * / 

The authorities in Gibraltar insist that each kouse uses its 
roof to collect rainwater for domestic use. Further infor- . 
mation on this may be requested from Mr Canessa. 

\-- 
Department of Cavil Engineering, , 

Asian Institute of Technology, -i 
Bangkok, C’ 
Thailand 

1.) 1 

AIT organised a workshop on fkrrocement in ~December, 
1974. They are invesiigating the potential of ferrocement 
appltcations &developing countries for a broad variety of 
uses. The ‘International Ferrocement Information Centre’ has 
jusf bee.n established. at the AIT to act as a cle8iing house for 
Information on ferrocement and related materi.aIs. They will’ 
send further infosination .on request. 

1 
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